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ABSTRACT

Figure1, Astronaut Robert Curbeam spacewalking above the clouds.

Within the next decade humans are set to become an
interplanetary species. This is not the beginning of the end for our
habitation on Earth. The technologies and innovations required
to travel vast distances through Space and inhabit other worlds
will feed back into Earth, allowing a new foundation for a more
sustainable future.
Historically, humanity’s adventures into Space have provided an
opportunity to look back at Earth and consider how far we have
come. From the vantage point of Space, astronauts become
susceptible to a cognitive shift known as the “Overview Effect”. The
experience leaves astronauts with a heightened environmental
consciousness and an advocacy for global cooperation that lasts
a lifetime. This architectural project is designed to utilise the
Overview Effect and influence the minds of participants.
Space stations traditionally operate as orbiting laboratories and
have been designed to maximise economic or scientific return.
An engineer driven design results in laboratory equipment and
spatial efficiency being prioritized to the detriment of the career
astronauts operating the station. These stations have cramped
living spaces, busy work schedules and disorientating layouts,
which affect the health and wellbeing of their inhabitants.
This project postulates at how a new typology of Space station
could be designed to accommodate paying guests whilst also
exposing participants to the Overview Effect.
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4
Figure 2, Apollo Command Module splash down.
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INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT

Very few individuals have the opportunity to access this type of tourism, which gives the project a distinct but subtle
architectural opportunity to foster a seed of environmental accountability in extremely influential guests. This in turn
will hopefully encourage them to make sustainable changes within their personal empires back on Earth.
“We came all this way to explore the moon, and the most important thing is that we discovered the Earth,”
Bill Anders – Apollo 82
After the crew happened to look back and consider their place of origin, The Apollo missions proved to be more
than just a scientific exercise of lunar geology. The simple act of looking out the window had massive psychological
consequence, never before had the entirety of human existence been so concisely observed from such a distance.3
The first-hand experience proved so profound as to be completely life-changing for many of the Apollo crew.
Subsequently, global consciousness grew with every picture of Earth that was taken. The astronauts, and to a lesser
extent the global community, experienced profound cognitive shifts in their comprehension of Earth’s beauty and
fragility. This cognitive shift is known as the Overview Effect and has impacted the vast majority of people who have
been to Space and had the opportunity to look back.4
1. Steven J. Dick, “NASA, Why We Explore,” NASA, Why We Explore (blog) (NASA, April 4, 2005), https://www.nasa.gov/exploration/whyweexplore/Why_We_09.
html.
2. Andrew Chaikin and Apollo Missions, A Man On The Moon One Giant Leap (Virginia: Time-Life Books, 1994), 182.
3. Robert Poole, Earthrise: How Man First Saw the Earth (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2010).
4.Frank White, The Overview Eﬀect: Space Exploration and Human Evolution (Reston, VA: American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., 2014).
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Figure 5, Astronauts White and McDivitt inside the Gemini 4 spacecraft,

Interest in Space has slowly dwindled since it peaked with the Apollo programme and its lunar success. Only in the
last few years, since the retirement of the space shuttle, has the space industry begun to move into an economic and
technological boom. This is all due to the recent commercialization of space, which has allowed private companies to
create a competitive economy from within the industry.
There is now the opportunity for architecture in Earth’s orbit to be designed specifically for tourist activity. This means
the traditional engineered, utilitarian typology of Space stations is no longer relevant as the user transitions from
career astronaut to space tourist.1
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PROJECT OUTLINE
On the surface this project will look at the architectural possibility of an orbital Space station
designed specifically for a Space tourism experience. This project looks to understand how the
architecture of tourist accommodation will differ with the pre-established, engineer-dictated
design process of current Space stations.
This project will also look at how the overview effect can be facilitated within the architecture to
promote a cognitive shift of environmental accountability among guests.

RESEARCH QUESTION
“How can the microgravity environment of Low Earth Orbit inform the design of an orbital
tourism experience?”

10
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Figure 6, Astronaut Christina Koch relaxing by her favourite window aboard the ISS.
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SCOPE + LIMITATIONS:

The main focal point of the research
project is the idea of facilitating a greater
sense of environmental accountability
among guests. The design process
specifically asks what role architecture
could have in meaningfully promoting the
“Overview Effect”.
To successfully reach an informed
design outcome the following conditions
will need to be thoroughly explored
*Analyzing and defining the architectural
needs of Space tourists by researching
popular Space culture, tourist
programmes and accommodation
to understand the expectations and
requirements of possible inhabitants.
* The unique architectural and
programmatic design required for
inhabiting a microgravity environment
* Designing both a tourist location
and accommodation in orbit of Earth
with consideration given to the current
infrastructure of Low Earth Orbit.
*To keep the project realistic and focus
on utilising already existing technologies,
practices and construction techniques
to inform the design process. While
conceptual and new technologies will be
explored, a realistic design solution will
be sought.

Due to the complexity of these
structures, aspects of aerospace
engineering, advanced orbital mechanics
and the more detailed life support
systems will largely be generalised
to focus on architectural aspects of
habitability and programme design. The
project intends to be realistic and viable
so it will only utilise infrastructure and
commercial products or services that
already exist in the Space industry or
private market. While the reality of such
a project is many years away, it will be
important to base this research project
in the present as the current context of
the Space industry is more than capable
of producing an economically viable
and environmentally conscious tourism
platform.

Figure 7, NASA Astronaut Ed White completing the United STates first space walk, June 3rd 1965

AIMS + OBJECTIVES:

METHODS:

This includes actual Space stations that
have existed in the same physical context as
this project will utilise. Although the typology
and purpose of these stations are ultimately
different from what this project proposes,
analysis of these stations as architectural
precedents will help inform possible design
options by weighing their elements of
success against their shortcomings. Space
agencies for years have documented and
studied the habitability of these structures
and can provide vast amounts of unbiased,
open-source information that has been
studied from each mission. Astronauts and
Space tourists themselves provide first-hand
accounts of their experiences of Space.
These reference how different conditions
of inhabiting microgravity affect astronauts
physically, physiologically, psychologically and
emotionally.
Due to the inaccessibility and abstract
nature of Space for the vast majority of
people, it is important to recognize how

popular culture shapes societies knowledge
of Space. For this reason, this project will
explore how science fiction has influenced
Space culture and stirred societies
comprehension of life beyond the surface of
Earth. Science fiction also offers a nuanced
view into the historical context of the
time and societies ever-changing attitude
to the possibilities of Space exploration.
This includes investigating the inherent
relationship with science fiction and its role
in informing technological advancement.
The deep-rooted relationship between
architecture and gravity initially provides a
challenge in utilising traditional architectural
practice within a microgravity environment.
However, the nature of Low Earth Orbit
offers an array of specific environmental
constraints that can inform design, just like
the environmental restraints of a site on
Earth will influence a formal design process.
Contextually analysing Earthbound examples
of architecture becomes useful to inform
the elements of the project that cater to
the human experience of interior space.
Even though they’re structurally bound to
conform to gravity, architectural precedents
deal with similar design ambitions that
this project entails, particularly concerning
environmental tourism, programme design
and confined accommodation.

Figure 8, succesful dual upright landing of falcon heavy rocket boosters

The environment of microgravity is difficult
to replicate on earth so a formal test of
design solutions is unlikely to be beneficial
or accurate. This project will provide a
speculation as to a design possibility drawing
on parameters formed predominantly from
the history of space exploration, culture and
architecture.
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CONTEXT
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Figure 9, Soyuz and Progress vehicles glide above the aurora whilst docked to the underside of the ISS
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THE OVERVIEW EFFECT
“It looks like a living, breathing organism. But it also, at the same
time, looks extremely fragile … Anybody else who’s ever gone to
space says the same thing because it really is striking and it’s really
sobering to see this paper-thin layer and to realize that that little
paper-thin layer is all that protects every living thing on Earth from
death”
Astronaut Ron Garan5

The term was first coined by Frank White in his book The
Overview Effect — Space Exploration and Human Evolution
(1987) where he explores the cognitive shift that astronauts
experienced during their time in Space. White compiles
interviews from a variety of astronauts whom all have
reported that their awareness of themselves and their
relation to Earth changed dramatically after their time in
Space. This is done with an almost scientific case-by-case
examination of each astronaut, the details of their specific
mission, and the effect it had on them. As there are a variety
of missions that have given different perspectives of the
planet White found it important to distinguish the differences
between them. An example would be the difference in
conditions of a long haul LEO (Low Earth Orbit) Space
station occupancy compared to the Apollo missions to the
Moon. With each different interviewees experience, White
connects the common qualities of their cognitive shift to an
overarching understanding of the Overview Effect, consisting
of five fundamental insights:
• The Overview Eﬀect is only one of the changes in consciousness
that can be brought about by spaceflight, and the nature of the
experience varies with the individuals being flown and the type of
mission being flown.
• The impact of the eﬀect is not limited to space travellers alone,
and communication of their experiences to others supports social
16

transformation.
• Satellites and unmanned probes provide a technological analogue
to the Overview Eﬀect and other changes in consciousness that take
place during manned flights.
• The Overview Eﬀect and related phenomena are the foundations for
a series of new civilizations evolving on Earth and in space.
• It is possible to grasp the true implications of this evolutionary
process only by seeing it from the viewpoint of the universe as a
whole, and from that perspective, the Overview Eﬀect may point to
humankind’s purpose as a species” 6
White acknowledges that mental views and processes
of our world are inseparable from our perception of our
physical location. He uses the example of a plane flight over
Washington DC looking down at the Capitol building, “From
high in the jet stream it seemed absurd that they could
have an impact on my life. It was like ants making laws for
humans.” From this height, White makes the connection
between perspective and our self-awareness “Our world view
as a conceptual framework depends quite literally on our
view of the world from a physical place in the universe”.7 The
altitude of the plane and the experience of looking outside
the window has given this broader perspective that is further
amplified the higher and further we go from Earth.
Despite the rarity of windows on Space stations, “Earth
gazing” as it is known by astronauts, is one of the most
popular leisure activities allowed when astronauts
have downtime from their busy schedules. The Cupola
Observational Module on the International Space Station is
the ideal location for this as it allows the astronauts to see
360 degrees on the earthside of the Space Station. The
design of the cupola is appropriate as its dome-like form
that allows for an intimate view also mitigates harsh angles

that have difficulty withstanding the pressure difference
of Space.8 Through photography, astronauts have taken
countless number of prolific images from this window. Some
of the most renowned photos depict the environmental
changes happening around the world. It is often believed
that the planet is too big to be influenced by humankind’s
industrious nature yet the photographs taken aboard the
orbiting station consistently prove this not to be the case.
“There is a fanciful notion that borders are manmade constructs and
you can’t see them from Space. But you can, because of agricultural
use, municipal patterns and even national parks.”
ISS commander, Chris Hadfield 9
It takes roughly 90 minutes for the International Space
Station to orbit the planet. Every time it orbits Earth, it
passes through the day-side and the night-side of the planet
effectively giving the station a sunrise or sunset every
45 minutes. This constant twilight, movement and even
changing weather not only eliminates the sense of circadian
rhythm that humans have evolved to live by but it also means
the world is experienced in an accelerated state. This further
removes the astronaut from an association to any particular
location on earth as their fleeting experience of it from above
is always evolving from an orbital perspective. From this
extreme altitude and environment, the planet appears as
one discernable, indivisible object. 10 11
“It is endlessly fulfilling. You never see quite the same thing as you
are orbiting. There is a diﬀerent ground track every time. The time
of day is diﬀerent; the clouds are diﬀerent. The cloud patterns show
diﬀerent colors. The oceans are diﬀerent; the dust over deserts is
diﬀerent. It doesn’t get repetitive.”
Space Shuttle astronaut Joesph P. Allen

See Appendix 1 for a first hand account of the Overview
Effect from Russel Schweickart

5. Ron Garan, “Chapter 4, One Moment in Space,” in The Orbital Perspective: an
Astronaut’s View (London: Metro Publishing, 2015).
6. Frank White, The Overview Eﬀect: Space Exploration and Human Evolution
(Reston, VA: American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., 2014), 4-5.
7. Frank White, The Overview Eﬀect: Space Exploration and Human Evolution
(Reston, VA: American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., 2014), 3.
8. Reference Guide to the International Space Station (Houston, TX: National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Johnson Space Center, 2015), 35.
9. Chris Hadfield, You Are Here - around the World in 92 Minutes (Pan Macmillan,
2015).
10. Fred W. Mast and Charles Oman, “Spatial Orientation and Navigation in
Microgravity,” in Spatial Processing in Navigation, Imagery and Perception (New York:
Springer, 2010), pp. 209-247.
11.Chris Hadfield, An Astronaut’s Guide to Life on Earth (London: Pan Books, 2021).

Figure 10 Apollo 7 Commander Wally Schirra looking out the Command Module rendezvous window.

VALUE TO DESIGN
Its clear from Whites work that the experience of the
Overview Effect can be curated to maximize this cognitive
shift. Simply looking out a window might not be enough to
consolidate the effect. Astronauts in these examples are
often hard at work in Space, the brief respite of rest may
intensify the power of the effect. Furthermore the rarity of
windows in spacecraft may also support this effect, as the
experience doesn’t become over saturated.
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HISTORY - THE SPACE RACE
Since the beginning of aviation history, war has played a
defining role in the advancement of powered flight. Both
rockets (as ranged artillery) and planes were used on
battlefields to gain the upper hand in armed conflicts
between nations. As with all new technologies deemed useful
by the military, rockets and aircraft became a central focus
of development in the World Wars.12 The true capabilities
of rockets became infamous in World War 2 with the use
of the destructive German V2 guided missile. On 20th June
1944, the Nazi V2 rocket underwent its first test flight. This
was considered the first-ever man-made object to enter
Space by passing through the theoretical100 kilometre high
“Karman Line” (the altitude widely accepted as the end of the
atmosphere and the beginning of Space). Chiefly developed
by Wernher von Braun, Its sole purpose was to cause
maximum damage in retaliation to the Allied forces bombing
of Berlin.13
At the conclusion of the war both the United States
(Operation Paperclip) and the Soviet Union (Operation
Osoaviakhim) quickly acquired as many of the leading Nazi
scientists and technology as they could to advance their own
military prowess. Werhner Von Braun, along with 1600
other technicians and engineers, were assimilated into the
United States under Operation Paperclip to advance the
country’s technological productivity in the uncertain times
that followed the war. 14
With Cold War tensions rising between the United States
and the Soviet Union shortly after the Second World War,
the battle for technological supremacy continued. This was
most evident in the “Space Race” with both powers vying for
dominance in human spaceflight. Success in the Space Race
came off as a more competitive than combative relationship
18

between the powers relative to the proxy wars being fought
in Korea, Vietnam and Afghanistan. The Space Race was
a contest between the superpowers, Soviet Union and the
United States, for supremacy in space technology and space
exploration. 15
The Soviet Union dominated early orbital spaceflight of
satellites and human spaceflight with the successful orbit of
Yuri Gagarin, while the United States later dominated trans
lunar spaceflight, culminating in the moon landings. While
the Moon landings are often considered an American victory
at the climax of the Space Race, the continued development
of rockets capable of suborbital and orbital flight never
ceased.16 In reality, each country’s success represented a
warning to the other of their superior military technology
in the development of nuclear arms.17 It could be said that
manned spaceflight was a convenient propaganda-worthy
byproduct of the development of Inter Continental Ballistic
Missiles (ICBM’s) and nuclear warheads.18
The Space race ended symbolically in 1975 with the SoyuzApollo Test Project. Here an Apollo module and a Soyuz
module from each superpower docked together while in
orbit in an attempt to help defuse political relationships
and bring an end to the Cold War. Since then there has
been a collaborative effort in space between the USA and
Russia resulting in orbital space stations such as Mir and
most notably the International Space Station which has
been internationally crewed since its creation over 20 years
ago. 19 20 Commercial interest in Space has increased
dramatically since then as international Space programs
have opened up to private companies to help fulfill their
needs. Companies such as Boeing, Space X and even New
Zealand’s own Rocket Lab have been contracted to launch

increasing numbers of satellites and cargo missions for
commercial entities.21 Underlined in NASA’s 2019 “Plan
for Commercial LEO (Low Earth Orbit) Development” is
their goal “to achieve a robust low-Earth orbit economy
from which NASA can purchase services as one of many
customers”. This document outlines the agencies fivepart plan to encourage the use of the International Space
Station for commercial activities and subsequent new orbital
architecture. This plan includes the intent to host private
astronauts, marketing activities and eventually the use of
the International Space Station as a “free-flying platform”
where private astronauts can use the station effectively as a
terminal between new structures, architecture or stations in
Low Earth Orbit. 22
Satellites orbiting the Earth are effectively in free fall with
enough sideways momentum so that they are always falling
beyond the horizon. Gravity within the satellite reads as 0
allowing for laboratory conditions unlike anywhere on Earth.
Much advancement in medical, agricultural and industrial
technologies have been made in orbital satellites because of
this environment. Unfortunately launching these spacecraft
is incredibly expensive often requiring multiple launches of
capsules that are assembled in orbit. Weight and size are
the two biggest limiting factors due to the lifting capacity of
rockets and because of this, all Space stations have been
designed to maximise the economic or scientific return of
these missions. Laboratory equipment and spatial efficiency
are the primary concern of engineers designing these
craft. The capsule is a bare minimum when it comes to the
survivability of the paid crew, often they spend only months
at a time in these conditions due to the crafts negative
effects on mental and physical health. 23 24 If the success of
a mission was based on crew comfort, how might the design

13. Mike Gruntman, “The First Modern Rocket,” in Blazing the Trail: the Early History of Spacecraft and Rocketry
(Reston, VA: American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 2004), pp. 137-165.
14. Samuel Wolfgang W E., “From Overcast to Paperclip,” in American Raiders: the Race to Capture the
Luftwaﬀe’s Secrets (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 2004), pp. 250-273.
15. Chris Gainor and Al Worden, To a Distant Day: the Rocket Pioneers (Lincoln, NB: University Of Nebraska
Press, 2013).
16. “Project Apollo: A Retrospective Analysis,” History.NASA (NASA, April 21, 2014), https://history.nasa.gov/
Apollomon/Apollo.html.
17. Reggie Manning, “Air Force History of ICBM Development, Safeguarding America,” Air Force Global Strike
Command (Missile WIng Public Aﬀairs, March 5, 2012), https://www.afgsc.af.mil/News/Features/Display/
Article/455710/air-force-history-of-icbm-development-safeguarding-america/.
18. John C. Lonnquest and David F Winkler, To Defend and Deter: the Legacy of the United States Cold War
Missile Program (Hole In The Head Pr, 2014).
19. Anatoly Zak, “A Rare Look at the Russian Side of the Space Station,” Air & Space Magazine (Air &
Space Magazine, August 20, 2015), https://www.airspacemag.com/space/rare-look-russian-side-spacestation-180956244/.

21. Matt Weinzierl and Mehak Sarang , “The Commercial Space Age Is Here,” Harvard Business Review,
February 12, 2021, https://hbr.org/2021/02/the-commercial-space-age-is-here.
22. Darcy Elburn, “Vision for LEO Economy,” NASA (NASA, May 14, 2019), https://www.nasa.gov/leo-economy/
vision-for-low-earth-orbit-economy/.
23. Gary H. Kitmacher , Design of the Space Station Habitable Modules (American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Inc., 2002).
24. Jason Perez, “NASA’s Twins Study Results Published in Science Journal,” NASA (NASA, September 28,
2018), https://www.nasa.gov/feature/nasa-s-twins-study-results-published-in-science.
25. Alyssa K. King, “The Future of Space Tourism ,” vol. 2 (Congressional Research Service, 2020).

Figure 13, Orbital real estate

20. Liz Zuckow, “Apollo Soyuz Test Project - Overview,” History.NASA (NASA, July 1, 2005), https://history.
nasa.gov/astp/overview.html.

Figure 14, Dr. Wernher von Braun, director of Marshall Space Flight Center from 1960 to 1970. Saturn V rockets in background

12. Steve Call, “Selling Air Power: Military Aviation and American Popular Culture after World War II,” in Selling
Air Power: Military Aviation and American Popular Culture after World War II (College Station: Texas A & M
University Press, 2009), pp. 1-11.

Figure 11, FIrst Wright Flier flight 1908

Through the commercialisation of Low Earth Orbit and a
growing market available for Space tourism, there is now a
shift from this typical design methodology, as the inhabitants
of these craft now become the focus of commercial
benefit. The opportunity for a new typology in orbital Space
flight is created by the needs of Space tourism. This new
architecture of spacecraft must now be considered from a
more user conscious perspective to accommodate a new
era of paying astronaut. 25

Figure 12, Crew of the Apollo- Soyuz mission

of a Space station change to mitigate these affects?
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Figure 15, Don Pettits orbital long exposure shots show the dynamic nature of Low Earth Orbit
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ORBIT AS SITE

Traditionally orbital spacecraft and satellites have been seen as
vehicles. They’re constantly moving above Earth’s atmosphere
at speeds in excess of 7 kilometres per second (20 times the
speed of sound) and orbiting the Earth multiple times a day. This
constant and rapid movement counters the traditional idea of
architecture’s contextual relationship to a single location. Orbital
architecture from its own reference point counters this idea as
from every indication aboard it is the Earth below that is moving
and the Space station that sits floating stationary. The idea of
location is further enforced by the very name “Space station”, a
“station” implies a single non-moving entity to be perceived as a
single destination.
Low Earth Orbit further denotes the idea of location. There is
a huge variance in the possibilities of the nature of the orbit,
all of which have similar effects as the location of a site does
for architecture on earth, sunlight, weather, proximity to
other structures, orientation and transport routes must all be
considered as they are with earthbound architecture.
Figures 16 - 20,
Don pettits orbital long exposures from the International Space Station
22
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ORBITAL ZONES

Low Earth Orbit: 100 km - 2000 km
To understand the possibilities of site, it is important to understand the
differences in type and environment of orbit. For Earth, there are three
zones of orbit, split by their respective altitudes above Earth. The lowest
possible orbit begins above 100 kilometres of altitude. Atmospheric
drag at lower altitudes requires satellites in this Low Earth Orbit zone
to have to re-accelerate to orbital velocity throughout their lifetime or
risk re-entering the atmosphere. At 400 kilometres of altitude, the
perfect conditions exist for habitable Space stations. At this altitude, the
atmospheric drag is low enough so that Space stations only have to reaccelerate a few times per year. Furthermore, the altitude is low enough
to be economically efficient for payload deliveries, as higher altitudes
require larger rockets and more fuel. Fifty-five% of all satellites reside in
this zone. 26
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Medium Earth Orbit: 2000 km – 35,786 km
Medium earth orbit extends from beyond Low Earth Orbit to 35,786 km
(the height known for geosynchronous orbit) At this distance from Earth
the Van Allen radiation belt makes the area inappropriate for a tourism
experience. Earth’s magnetic field catches charged particles from solar
wind and the resulting radiation is unhealthy for long periods of time. 27
It takes extra shielding to protect electronics from this so there aren’t
many satellites here. The most notable satellites in this zone are GPS
satellites.

Geo Synchronous Orbit: 35,786 km
Beyond Medium Earth Orbit, there is only really one other type of satellite.
Medium Earth Orbit ends at 35,786 km of altitude because at this height the
time it takes a satellite with a perfectly circular orbit to make it around Earth is
exactly one day. A satellite on this orbit, although 35,000 km away will always
sit above the same patch of ground on Earth. These satellites are ideal for
communication as a satellite dish can be aimed directly at them and they will
remain stationary relative to Earths spin. These satellites make up thirty-five %
of all satellites and they all exist along the equator. 28

High Earth Orbit: - Any altitude greater than 35,786 km
The most notable satellite in High Earth Orbit is the Moon at 384,000 Km’s
of altitude. Although this orbital range spans the furthest it has the lowest
population of satellites since the lower orbital regions can achieve the same
qualities at a cheaper price since reaching High Earth Orbit uses a large
quantity of fuel.

Figure 21, Image by author
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Figure 22, Diagrams courtesy of NASA Earth Observatory

ORBITAL VARIATIONS

ELLIPTICAL ORBITS
Elliptical orbits are used for a variety of purposes but their
main feature is that they have a low point (perigee) and a high
point (apogee). This way a satellite’s orbit can be specifically
designed for the satellite’s purpose. The altitude and
trajectory of a satellite are relative to its speed. A satellite in
an elliptical orbit may make flybys of Earth through a lower
altitude and then return to its higher altitude where the
larger duration of the orbit is spent. 29
This type of orbit was especially convenient during the Cold
War. The Soviet Union launched nuclear missile detecting
satellites that would utilise this elliptical orbit. This was a
beneficial orbit for this purpose as the satellite would spend a
long time at the apogee above the North Pole where the USA
could be easily monitored.30
26

INCLINED OR POLAR ORBIT
As the Earth spins on its axis East to West, an equatorial
(0 degrees inclination) satellite would only ever cover the
ground over the equator. An inclined orbit is where the
orbital path is at an angle relative to the equator, so an
orbital path of a satellite at 90 degrees inclination would
pass directly over the North and South poles. Coupled with
the East to West spin of Earth on its axis, what results is a
ground path that (over several orbits) eventually traces over
100% of the Earths surface. These Orbits are particularly
useful for photographic and surveying satellites such as the
ones used by Google Earth. 31 Another use of an inclined
Orbit is the orbital path of the International Space Station
(ISS). The station was constructed from modules launched
from Cape Canaveral in the United States and Baikonur

in Kazakhstan. A circular equatorial orbit made no sense
here since rockets couldn’t be efficiently launched from
both locations to meet this Orbit. This inclination meant that
rockets at Cape Canaveral flew harmlessly over the Atlantic
ocean and rockets at Baikonur Cosmodrome avoided flying
through Chinese airspace on their way to the ISS.32

29. Amanda Barnett, “Basics of Space Flight - Solar System Exploration: NASA Science,” NASA (NASA),
accessed March 28, 2020, https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/basics/chapter5-1/.
30. Mathilde Minet, “The Molniya Orbit and Satellites,” Space Legal Issues, December 16, 2020, https://www.
spacelegalissues.com/the-molniya-orbit-and-satellites/.
31. “Catalog of Earth Satellite Orbits,” NASA (NASA), accessed March 28, 2020, https://earthobservatory.
nasa.gov/features/OrbitsCatalog.
32. Reference Guide to the International Space Station (Houston, TX: National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Johnson Space Center, 2015).

-Economic consideration: Generally as the
orbital altitude increases so does the price.
-Environmental consideration: How can the
Earths environment best be showcased?
-Physiological consideration: What orbital
altitude is safest for short to medium duration
stays?
-Logistics consideration: How easy is it to
launch components to specific orbits?

Its clear from this analysis that Low Earth
Orbit offers the best match to the above
considerations. It is the cheapest to launch to
as it minimises fuel and rocket needs. Its also
the safest as the altitude reduces exposure
to ionising radiation. The environmental and
logistic considerations can be supported by
inclining the orbit. A station will pass over a
greater variety of Earths environments while
allowing easier access for launch pads around
the world

Figure 23, The cupola module of the International Space Station

VALUE TO DESIGN:
In the context of the Overview effect it is clear
that a relationship exists between the effect
and the altitude of which the Earth is viewed.
A number of considerations should be made
when choosing an orbit:
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Figure 24, International Space Station and the docked Space shuttle Endeavour, Taken from an undocked Soyuz TMA- returning to Earth.
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LITERATURE
Literature in the field of Space Architecture is heavily
reliant on the idea of a physical construction being fit for
purpose. At its most basic level, questions of technological
capabilities and the concept of habitation/dwelling inform
the “how” and “why” of design in Space. The specific needs
of the user are commonly generalised and of low priority
with the focus on countering the extreme environment of
Space.
Elizabeth Song Lockard In “Habitation In Space: Aesthetics
and Dwelling” acknowledges that space architecture
focuses on survival and functionality but explains how
the quality of life for inhabitants can be improved on
long-duration stays through integrating an aesthetic
perspective in the design process. Song Lockard identifies
Space as an abstract location that is difficult to adapt
to. By emulating the most basic concepts of dwelling on
earth architecture can help acclimatise and contextualise
habitation in space.33
This idea of applying architectures most basic tools to
the context of Space is also explored in “Windows to the
World – Doors to Space” was co-written by Andreas
Vogler (Architect) and Jesper Jorgensen (Psychologist).
Vogler and Jorgensen treat Space as “an environment
characterized by restricted sensory stimulation” like
Song Lockard they agree that quality of life in Space is
diminished when spacecraft are designed for survivability:
“human factor requirements are often considered as ‘soft
requirements’ as opposed to the ‘hard requirements’
of life support systems and structural integrity.” Similar
30

to Lockard, they breakdown simple architectural tools
like doorways and windows to analyse the psychological
effects on privacy and community within the context of a
space station. “this unveils how closely connected spatial
elements are to the human behaviour and the active
support of the balance of the ‘ecological’ system of the
habitat”. 34

afford the initial tourism opportunities but then makes the
hypothesis that space tourism will accelerate and become
as commonplace as air travel. “The big picture is that
humans are out-growing Earth. As the world population
doubles again over the coming decades, accessing the
unlimited room to expand beyond earth will become
increasingly attractive.”36

Both of these texts treat the primal instincts of humans
as a basis for design in the context of Space. Kriss
Kennedy in The Vernacular of Space Architecture uses
the harsh environment and technological capabilities as
the fundamental influencers of Architecture in Space.
Kennedy explains that the nature of current Space
architecture is modular due to a variety of technological
limitations, the main being rocket launch size restrictions.
The other influence to design that Kennedy contributes is
the environmental reality of space, where space debris,
radiation and physics in zero gravity often limit the way in
which space architecture can be constructed. Kennedy
uses previous Space Stations as a basis for design
estimates, this way he comes up with “rules of thumb” for
all aspects of design in Space architecture. 35
David Ashford in an article titled How Soon Will Space
Tourism Start? Analyses the historic trends of spaceflight
and attempts to paint a picture of when and what space
tourism might evolve into. Like Kennedy, Ashford estimates
the cost of space flight, tourist purposed space station
construction and economic viability through generalised
financial statistics. Ashford states understandably that
early space tourists will have to be extremely wealthy to

Although Ashford’s words have dated, his predictions
of the financial viability of Space tourism stand true.
NASA’s support of the commercialisation of Space
has contributed to the economy of Space flight whilst
encouraging opportunities. The high cost of Space travel
will mean that only the extremely wealthy will be able to
afford Space tourism experiences specifically designed for
them. The work of Lockard, Vogler and Jorgenson regard
the more basic primal instincts of the user. Their work
becomes important in developing and designing an interior
experience that counters the shortfalls of current Space
stations. Kennedy and Ashford acknowledge the bare
physical and financial constraints of the environment of
Space and how these affect the design process.

33. Elizabeth Lockard, “Habitation in Space: The Relationship Between Aesthetics and Dwelling,” Space 2006,
2006, https://doi.org/10.2514/6.2006-7331)
34. Andreas Vogler and Jesper Jørgensen, “Windows to the World, Doors to Space: The Psychology of Space
Architecture,” Leonardo 38, no. 5 (2005): pp. 390-399, https://doi.org/10.1162/leon.2005.38.5.390)
35. Kriss Kennedy, “The Vernacular of Space Architecture,” AIAA Space Architecture Symposium, October
2002, https://doi.org/10.2514/6.2002-6102)
36. D.m. Ashford, “Space Tourism-How Soon Will It Happen?,” Space Architecture, Wiley Academy , n.d.,
https://doi.org/10.1109/aero.1997.574913)
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Figure 25, Space SHuttle Atlantis docked to Mir

FILM – SCIENCE FICTION
Science Fiction is a useful tool in this project as it
presents and tests design possibilities whilst also
making critiques or comments on society. This project
looks at three films, specifically how the filmmakers
show themes through production design. It is especially
pertinent to look at films in hindsight, within their
historical context and the future context they may or
may not have been predicting.

2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY
Stanley Kubrick (1968)
2001 lies in both the Science Fiction and Horror
genres of film. Understandably, Sci-Fi stories that
postulate the future of technology and science often
contain elements of Horror. Both explore the idea and
implications of “ the unknown”. When paired the Sci-Fi/
Horror genre becomes the perfect platform to critique
society and its morals.
Set design, plot points and character interactions are
all designed in these films to fit the narrative context,
it is especially interesting to analyse these films from
the “future” that they were alluding to. We can justify
the exploration of these films as design precedents
since they often offer a design response to an extreme
environment or prediction that does not exist yet.
Science fiction uses elements of science and
technology to propel a story, question a possible future,
or critique society. Horror uses physical isolation,
psychological Isolation and a “monster” to achieve the
same goals. 37
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In the case of 2001, the monster is the Hal 9000
computer who slowly begins to turn against the crew
of the Discovery as they travel to Jupiter to explore a
mysterious signal. Hal represented humanities fears of
AI at the time. The film was released just 5 days before
Apollo 11 took off for the moon, computers were on the
rise and the implications they would have on humanity
was a question commonly echoed through society.
Space is used as the predominant form of isolation in
Sci-Fi films like 2001. The characters are separated
from help by vast distances of an inhospitable
environment. This raises the stakes as the only way of
overcoming a problem is through the actions of the
protagonist. 38 39
The set design in 2001 further enhances the
vulnerability of the characters in the film. Space in
2001 is seen as an environment where humans are
like infants. They must re-learn how to walk, how to
eat and even how to use the toilet. The unnaturalness
of life in zero gravity is enhanced by Kubrick through
the design of the habitat. 40 The main habitable
compartment of the ship is a spinning wheel that
induces gravity. In several scenes, the protagonist
Bowman is seen walking through the habitat in a single
direction around the wheel and returning to his starting
point. This maze-like interior design is reminiscent
of hotel hallways and even the hedge maze its self in
Kubrick’s most famous horror “The Shining”. Kubrick
disorientates the audience through the use of confusing
camera work and practical effects. The audience is left
confused as the movement of the characters through
the set defies gravity. Normally gravity is defined by the
camera work with the bottom of the screen implying

down. The spinning elements in Kubrick’s set give the
impression of an M.C Escher drawing. To add to this,
Kubrick removes any hint of what might be considered
up or down in hallways causing the audience to
constantly question themselves. This lack of clear
direction causes the audience to feel disorientated and
vulnerable which raises the stakes of the film but more
importantly makes the audience question whether
humans belong in Space at all. 41 2001 is a warning of
the power of technology. Multiple scenes within the film
make predictions of what life might be like in the future.
Facetime, I-pads and Siri are all predicted in 2001: a
Space Odyssey. 42 43

Figure 26, Spinning wheel type space station with endless corridors .
Figure 27, Disorientating hallway, no seperation in treatment of floor
or ceiling, no implied gravity.
Figure 28, The bridge of the discovery.
Figure 29, Stanley Kubrick pictured in his giant spinning set of the
discovery living quarters.

37. Lucy A Snyder, “The H Word: The Intersection of Science Fiction and Horror,” Nightmare Magazine,
July 28, 2014, https://www.nightmare-magazine.com/nonfiction/h-word-intersection-science-fictionhorror/.
38. 2001: a Space Odyssey (Stanley Kubrick Productions, 1968).
39. Freedman, Carl. “Kubrick’s “2001” and the Possibility of a Science-Fiction Cinema.” Science Fiction
Studies 25, no. 2 (1998): 300-18. Accessed August 13, 2020. http://www.jstor.org/stable/4240703.
40. Kalina Ivanov, “Connecting The Dots - 2001: A Space Odyssey,” pdcollective, May 15, 2016,
https://www.productiondesignerscollective.org/single-post/2016/05/15/connecting-the-dots-2001-aspace-odyssey.
41. Piers Bizony, “The Ageless Appeal of 2001: A Space Odyssey,” Nature News (Nature Publishing
Group, March 28, 2018), https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-03790-5.
42. Damon Smith, “2001: A Space Odyssey,” Reverse Shot, March 5, 2015, http://www.reverseshot.
org/symposiums/entry/2013/space_odyssey.
43. George De Met, “The Search For Meaning in 2001,” The 2001 Archive, October 17, 2015,
https://2001archive.org/resources/the-search-for-meaning-in-2001/.
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ALIEN
Ridley Scott (1978)
Alien also sits within the genres of science fiction
and horror. The film was marketed to producers as
“Jaws in Space”. Convincing producers that the film
was serious in its convictions was an issue from the
beginning of its synthesis since science fiction at that
point wasn’t always taken seriously (2001 being a
notable outlier). Science fiction / horror films at the
time had a habit of creating clumsy special effects and
monsters that were so garish that the films edged on
comedy and weren’t taken seriously by audiences. 44
The film takes place on a freighter ship deep in Space.
Seven crew members of the Nostromo pick up an
emergency signal from a planet and are obliged to
investigate. They find an alien Space ship where one of
the crew members is attacked by a juvenile alien. They
hurriedly return to the Nostromo bringing the alien
with them where it becomes fully grown and proceeds
to hunt down the entire crew through the cramped
confines and corridors of the ship.
From the beginning of production, the film employed
concept artists to design sets, Space ships and the
alien its self. A large portion of the budget was spent
on meticulous set design to create a more immersive
atmosphere for the film. This worked not only onscreen visually but also for the actors who would act
within the completed set of the Nostromo’s corridors
and tunnels allowing them to deeply engage with their
characters. 46
The film constantly explores fears associated with
sexuality, birth, maternity and rape. Throughout the
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film, these themes constantly resurface and are given
visual reference in the most subtle and obvious of
ways. The most noticeable concept artwork was done
by Ron Cobb and artist H.R Giger. Cobb was tasked
with designing the interiors and ultimately exterior
of the Nostromo space freighter while Giger with his
sinister biological style was tasked with designing the
“Xenomorph” alien and the alien ship. 47
There are three settings in the film that contribute to
the story through their design
-H.R Giger’s design of the alien and the ship
-The main decks of the Nostromo
-The lower corridors and engineering bay of the
Nostromo
H.R Giger’s distinct design style was used to identify
elements of the story that linked directly to the monster
and deeper themes of sexuality and biology in the story.
His biological designs contrast the industrial and sterile
interiors of the Nostromo. Giger’s designs constantly
reference phallic imagery and core imagery. 48 The idea
of the uterus is visually referenced through the organic,
dark and cavernous interior of where the alien eggs are
found in the alien ship. The alien itself, often referred
to as the “perfect organism”, seamlessly adapts from
Giger’s design style to Cobb’s industrial interiors
of the Nostromo, possibly referencing the organic
development of industrial spaces. 49
Ron Cobb’s sterile white padded interiors of the
Nostromo’s main decks offer a considerable contrast
to Giger’s alien interiors yet they convey the same

themes of sexuality and biological reproduction. The
most noticeable interior is the hypersleep vault where
the 7 crew members are awoken from cryogenic sleep.
The sterile white interior and infantile state of the crew
reinforces the idea of a maternity ward. The padded
white interior with its ornate but geometric designs
emulates the recurring imagery of the uterus. Further
interiors of the mess hall and the supercomputer
onboard known as “Mother” are in the same style50
Cobbs lower decks and flight deck of the Nostromo
counter the warm light interiors of the main deck
with a darker more oppressive environment. In the
film, the crew are most vulnerable in these rooms
and corridors as the dark industrial interiors of these
spaces provide the best camouflage for the alien. These
spaces reinforce the prison/sewer like nature of the
Nostromo. Any exterior shots of the Nostromo show
a dark and foreboding outside, further amplifying the
claustrophobia of the interior. 51
44. Scott Snowden, “The Allure of ‘Alien’: 40 Years Later, It’s Still One of the Best Sci-Fi Movies
Ever Made,” Space.com (Space, April 26, 2019), https://www.space.com/alien-movie-40thanniversary.html.
45. Ridley Scott, “The Filming of Alien,” American Cinematographer (The American Society of
Cinematographers, November 6, 2019), https://ascmag.com/articles/the-filming-of-alien-directing.
46. Graham J. Langridge and Simon Ward, Alien: the Blueprints (London: Titan Books, 2019).
47. Kevin McCorry, “Dystopic Future: The Set Design of Alien,” Dystopic Future: The Set Design in
Alien, accessed August 15, 2020, https://www.kevinmccorrytv.ca/alien-2.html.
48. Finn Blythe, “The Monsters of HR Giger, Explained,” AnotherMan (AnotherMan, September
6, 2019), https://www.anothermanmag.com/life-culture/10934/alien-film-hr-giger-ridley-scottanniversary-artist-carmen.
49. Andrew Liptak, “Why H.R. Giger’s Alien Design Is Still Iconic Decades Later,” The Verge (The
Verge, September 14, 2016), https://www.theverge.com/2016/9/14/12921306/alien-1979monster-design-video-kristian-williams.
50. “‘Building Better Worlds’: the Production Design of Alien: Zouch Magazine,” Zouch Magazine
and Miscellany, September 20, 2011, https://zouchmagazine.com/building-better-worlds-theproduction-design-of-alien/.
51. Ronn Cobb, “RONCOBB.NET,” Ron Cobb - “Alien Nostromo” the story behind the design
(RonCobb.net, 2015), http://www.roncobb.net/05-Alien_Nostromo.html.

Fig 32, Noostromo door and corridor
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Fig 31, Maternity Ward like design by Ron Cobb

Fig 30, Nostromo Dining table, Ron Cobb design

H.R Giger’s and Ron Cobbs style when viewed together
contrast in their organic and inorganic styles. However, In
the dark industrial areas of the Nostromo, they become
inseparable. The dripping fluids, vaporous gasses and
grimy interior remind us that Industrial design isn’t far
removed from a biological adaptive evolution. The contrast
of what is organic and isn’t becomes blurred further
heightening the suspense for the audience. 52
VALUE TO DESIGN
Science fiction offers a variety of responses to design
problems that would be encountered in the environment
of Space. In Alien we see a massive contrast in interior
spaces to help communicate ideas visually to the audience.
Contrasting interior spaces would enrich the experience
of inhabitants as the internal environment becomes
more engaging between separated spaces. The division
between work and rest or public and private can be visually
communicated and experienced by specifically designing
interiors to match these moods.
The idea of zero gravity is often conveniently forgotten in
these films due to budget constraints and the difficulty of
filming these sequences, but 2001 uses the idea of gravity
to assist in its story telling. Spinning gravity wheels and
magnetic shoes confuse the audience as the direction of
gravity is no longer reliable or consistent. 2001 offers a
perfect example of how disorientating life in orbit could be
if this condition wasn’t at the core of the design philosophy.
Lastly, films such as these help shape the public knowledge
of Space. Expectations and inspiration are drawn from
this media, which help colour the imagination of the public
when they think of possibilities in Space.
52. Scott, “The Filming of Alien,”
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Fig 34, Gigers Egg room on the alien ship

Fig 37, Nostromo flight deck

Fig 35, blurring of biological and industrial design in Nostromos lower levels

Fig 38, Bostromo flight deck
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Fig 36, Nostromo corridor, biological hints.

Fig 33, H,R Giger’s alien ship interior

Figure 39, The hearth, camp fire, kitchen, warmth, place to share ideas.

ARCHITECTURAL PRECEDENT

KRAKANI LUMI STANDING CAMP

Taylor + Hinds 2017
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Figure 42, Opened lodge

Figure 40, Hearth and the half dome communal meeting area.

Figure 41, Taylor + Hinds plan of the site
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KRAKANI LUMI CAMP
TAYLOR + HINDS 2017

Taylor + Hinds 2017
Krakani Lumi Standing Camp is located partway through
a 4-day Aboriginal cultural heritage trail in Tasmania.
The walkthrough Wukalina national park is designed
as an educational experience by the indigenous Palawa
people to impart the cultural and historical significance
of the area to guests. The 4-day walk includes food and
accommodation along the coastal track. It is led by
Palawa elders with several stops along the way to learn
about the pre-European Palawa way of life. 53
The standing camp was designed by Tasmanian based
firm Taylor + Hinds alongside the Aboriginal Land
Council of Tasmania. The remote site, pristine natural
environment and rich cultural heritage provided many
challenges for the designers as they aimed to design a
camp that reflected the cultural values of the Palawa
people while leaving little trace on the land.
Traditional Palawa construction techniques consisted
of branches being bent or arched over to form a domelike interior that was then coated with large sheets
of bark. It was in this internal space where charcoal
was used within the interior to draw constellations
and motifs. Fire was used extensively by the Palawa
people to treat timber, prevent bush fires and to cook
and gather together in the evenings. The area of coast
that Krakani Lumi stands on was an important hunting
ground. Abel Tasman named the bay “The Bay of Fires”
as upon passing the bay at night hundreds of fires from
the Palawa huts lit up the coast as they stayed and
communed within the hunting ground.
With site access being extremely difficult and to protect
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the coastal scrubland, it was decided at an early stage
that the camp would have to be mostly prefabricated
and helicoptered in. The scheme was comprised of 6
small units for sleeping and a larger communal unit for
cooking, dining, gathering and hygiene. The smaller units
are monolithic in form, their charred timber exteriors
give a harsh contrast to the scrubland that surrounds
them on every side, seemingly hovering above the
ground plane. All units are orientated outwards from
each other, their seemingly organic non-conforming
placement contrasting their boxy unnatural forms. In an
effort to leave no mark on the land the units were placed
according to the surrounding scrub which offers a small
amount of privacy for each unit, this effort to preserve
the land is further evident with the use of boardwalks
that snake around individual plants and connect to the
communal area. 54
Upon arriving at the camp, the monolithic units with their
large doors must be opened up by the guests, revealing
their domed, bark lined interiors. The domed interior
is offset to open up towards the natural landscape
The negative space lost between the square wall and
domed interior houses hidden mechanisms for doors
and exterior cubby holes for birdlife, insects and flora.
The disparity of form between exterior and interior
epitomizes the camp’s relationship to the surrounding
environment. The units occupy the landscape in a
detached unnatural manner, their outside appearance is
alien when compared to their organic rounded interiors.
Throughout the camp, this unadorned simplicity of form
keeps the focus on the surrounding natural landscape.
The communal central pavilion of the camp contains
eating and bathing facilities but its biggest feature is its
half domed gathering area. Formed like an amphitheatre

to nature, the space in front is occupied by a fire pit
and becomes the most central aspect of the entire
camp. The fire pit becomes the social space for eating,
storytelling, warmth and light. 55

“Through the revelation of the interior, a story of
concealing and revealing is told, which belongs to the
privileged cultural experience. The exterior charred ‘skin’
which conceals and protects the narrative of the interior
forms, ensures agency to the Aboriginal community in
the telling of their story.“ 56
Krakani Lumi standing camp acts as an intimate
classroom for walkers in Wukalina National Park. On
the surface, this project seems irrelevant to tourist
experiences in Low Earth Orbit however there are
important parallels to be made. The harsh inaccessible
environments in which both projects reside require
a design that hinges on prefabrication and the ability
to be airlifted to the site. For Krakani Lumi this design
restriction has moulded the entirety of the project.
While the prefabricated units are unfinished and
require subsequent work on-site, the general design
must conform to the capabilities of a helicopter. This
restriction aids the projects underlying purpose to
protect and educate tourists on the surrounding
environment.

53. “The Walk - Wukalina Walk: Bay of Fires Walk,” wukalina walk | Bay of Fires Walk, accessed
October 19, 2020, https://www.wukalinawalk.com.au/the-walk.
54. “Our Work - Krakani Lumi - Wukalina,” Taylor + Hinds Architects, accessed October 19, 2020,
https://www.taylorandhinds.com.au/ourwork#/wukalina/.
55.Bronwyn Marshall, “Krakani Lumi by Taylor and Hinds Architects - Tasmanian Architecture,
Australia,” The Local Project, May 16, 2019, https://thelocalproject.com.au/articles/krakani-lumi-bytaylor-and-hinds-architects-interview-australian-design/attachment/krakani-lumi-brings-together-thea-traditional-understanding-of-the-land-through-close-collaboration-with-in-its-custodians/.
56. Taylor + Hinds, Our Work - Krakani Lumi - Wukalina Architects, https://www.taylorandhinds.
com.au/ourwork#/wukalina/.
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Figure 43, Communal area

Figure 45, hallway to kitchen area.

Figure 44, private lodges face away from eachother

Figure 46, walkways protect the surrounding environment
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The simplified exterior forms of the pavilion initially

57. Elliott Webb, “Krakani Lumi - Dansk Arkitektur Center,” DAC (Danish Architecture Center),
accessed October 19, 2020, https://dac.dk/en/knowledgebase/architecture/krakani-lumi/.

Figure

create an abrupt border between nature and
architecture. The threshold between the enclosed
interior and natural environment is broken as the
guest enters the pavilion via large screen doors and
openings. There is no glass or other semi-permeable
material to allow the guest to experience nature from
within the building. The half-dome becomes completed
when the pavilion is opened up to the scrubland. The
manipulation of the pavilion by the guest becomes a
sort of inescapable dialogue with nature, exemplifying
how we shape our relationship with nature whether we
intend to or not. 57
Because Krakani Lumi is a camp along a coastal
walking track the architecture is only ever experienced
by visitors briefly. The architecture becomes more of
a transient experience or a single stop on a longer
journey. The same can be said of a Space station. The
architecture cannot be experienced without the context
of the larger journey it took to get there.

Figure 47, units built oﬀ site and delivered by helicopter, similar to the way rockets launch Space station modules

The Krakani Lumi project uses the Palawa inspired
dome spaces to promote environmental stewardship in
two different but distinct methods. These programme
and design techniques could be replicated easily in orbit
to promote the experience of the Overview effect. The
domes are places of storytelling. The larger communal
dome is used by elders to educate walkers on the
Palawa culture, specifically their relationship with
the natural environment. Eating plays an important
role in this classroom as the food is gathered from
the surrounding sea and land, this is a more handson, direct approach for guests to acknowledge the
environment. The central fire pit architecturally is a
kitchen, a classroom and a social space for promoting
environmental stewardship. Afterwards, the walkers
retire in seclusion to their own domed pavilions. These
smaller domes with their large openings are closer
to nature. They provide the guest with a chance for a
more intimate reflection and personal appreciation for
the surrounding environment.
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Figure 49, the dissociation of interior and exterior forms intensify the feelings of being inside or outside, there is no inbetween

Figure 48, the entire camp hovers above the ground, lodges appear like monoliths in the scrub

Figure 50/51, Photographer Noritaka Minami documents the diﬀerencesbetween capsules and how theyre

ARCHITECTURAL PRECEDENT

NAKAGIN CAPSULE TOWER

Kisho Kurokawa 1972
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Figure 52, The tower shortly after completion.
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NAKAGIN CAPSULE TOWER
KISHO KUROKAWA 1972
Nakagin Capsule tower was constructed over a 30 day
period in Ginza, Tokyo 1972. The two connected mixeduse towers consist of 140 removable “capsules” at 10
m^2, these small capsules are used as both offices and
residences. Due to the size restrictions in layout, the
furniture and amenities of each capsule are designed
for versatility and efficiency of space. Designed by
Kisho Kurokawa famous for his advocation and early
development of the Japanese Metabolist Architectural
style. 58
The capsules of each tower all connect to a central lift
core and stairway. This core was constructed first and
then the prefabricated modular capsules were craned
and connected to the core via four bolts. Each capsule sits
independently and inseparable from each other. There are
no joins or fixing points between capsules allowing each
capsule to be removed or replaced without disrupting any
of the remaining capsules.
The building was designed to house Tokyo’s “salarymen”
for short stays rather than permanent accommodation.
This idea has since evolved with Japan’s numerously
successful capsule hotels, the living space and duration
of stay comparably smaller than the Nwakagin Tower
programme. At only 10 meters squared per capsule, as
much surface area of the capsule is utilised as possible.
The inbuilt cupboards fulfill the multiple needs of the user
with their adaptable design. Kitchen spaces can shift
seamlessly into a study space while a lounge area can
shift into a bedroom. The most striking aspect of each
capsule is the single round window, the only source of light
and ventilation.

capsules being inhabited of the original 140. The use of
asbestos, poor weather tightness and difficult plumbing/
wiring connections have contributed negatively to the
longevity of the building. Although the capsules could be
replaced, the cost of this is deemed too expensive and the
building has since faced possible demolition for a number
of years. 59
The Japanese Metabolist Style was collaboratively
developed by Kisho Kurokawa, Kiyonori Kikutake and
Fumihiko Maki among others, for the Tokyo World
Design Conference of 1960. Nakagin Capsule Tower is
closely associated with the style and is largely seen as a
failed design venture. Originating in post World War 2
Japan, the style fused the idea of biological processes
(growth/evolution) with the development of architectural
structures. The style advocated for a more dynamic and
adaptive architecture where function and structure could
change as the context of a building did. 60
Unfortunately, the limited materials and technology
available to Nakagin Capsule Tower at the time of its
construction resulted in a poor example of the possibilities
of the metabolic system. The tower in a sense has
become a victim of its own success. While the design had
a huge impact at the time, contrary to the towers central
design idea, the opportunity to adapt the building and
update or change the capsules was resisted to conserve
the towers original construction. Ironically every capsule
on the tower is still original, yet over half of them have
become inhabitable due to the failure of materials and
lack of interest in repairing them. 61
58. “KISHO KUROKAWA,” KISHO KUROKAWA, 2015, https://www.kisho.co.jp/page/209.html.
59. Andreea Cutieru, “Nakagin Capsule Tower Could Face Demolition,” ArchDaily (ArchDaily, May 7,
2021), https://www.archdaily.com/961330/nakagin-capsule-tower-could-face-demolition.
60.Noriaki Kurokawa, Metabolism in Architecture (Boulder, Col.: Westview Press, 1977).

The building today stands in disrepair with only 40
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61. https://www.archpaper.com/2021/05/tokyo-nakagin-capsule-tower-faces-renewed-threatsdemolition/

Figure 53 (above), Nakagin Capsule tower during
construction, digitally edited by author
Figure 54 (Opposite), Photo by Noritaka Minami in their
exhibition of the tower “1972”
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While the Japanese Metabolist architectural style seen in
the Nakagin Capsule Tower seems like a failed experiment
(as it is now in disrepair), the same design methodology has
flourished in Space station design. Elements of Metabolist
architecture in Space stations occurred out of necessity.
Limitations of rocket technology meant that Space stations
had to consist of multiple modular elements that could be
assembled together in Space. Limitations of cost meant that
those modular elements that made up the stations could
be reused and repurposed in a variety of ways to be more
economic and sustainable. As seen with the International
Space Station, 20 years of technological advancement
has allowed for old machinery and equipment to slowly
update and evolve but still be compatible with the original
architecture.
Another observation in this example is the efficient multi-use
of habitable space. Programmatically we see similar solutions
in both Space stations and the Nakagin Capsule. Storage,
equipment and furniture are interchangeable depending on
the user’s needs. Both designs have spaces that encourage
a dynamic transition between states of use. The Nakagin
Capsule design concisely achieves this while a Space station
cluttered with equipment lacks in organisation.
Stylistically the interior of the typical Nakagin Capsule
resembles a Space station like appearance. Its cuboid
shape and the centrally placed circular window deny any
associations with horizontality or verticality, from the user’s
point of view, the capsule could be inserted in any orientation,
the idea of up and down is blurred with this relationship and
only becomes apparent with the furniture placement and
material use within the capsule. The Furniture with its lack of
flatness and beveled design (even extending to over-vertical)
pushes this lack of association the user might have with
gravity. Interestingly the very first Space station ( Salyut 1,
established in 1971) had barely existed a year before these
interiors were designed. Futurism and Science Fiction of the
time remain possible influences of the design.
48

Figure 55 - 58, Noritaka Minami’s photographs show how furniture, flooring and other house hold items give a sense of gravity in an other wise dimensionally ambiguous capsule
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Figure 59, International Space Station and the docked Space shuttle Endeavour above the terminator.
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The station also featured the Apollo Telescope. This large
array of scientific equipment could be aimed at stellar
bodies and was used to measure and record observations.
This often meant that Skylab would rotate or move
independently of the earth below while this fixed telescope
52

62. Leland F. Belew and George C. Marshall, Skylab, Our First Space Station (Washington: National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, 1977).
63. W. David Compton and Charles D. Benson, “7. Living and Working in Space,” in Living and Working in Space:
a History of Skylab (Washington, D.C.: Scientific and Technical Information Branch, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, 1983), pp. 139-140.
64. William David Compton and Charles D. Benson, Living and Working in Space: a History of Skylab (Washington,
D.C.: Scientific and Technical Information Branch, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1983).
65. John A. Eddy and Rein Ise, A New Sun: the Solar Results from Skylab (Washington, D.C.: National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, Scientific and Technical Information Branch, 1979).
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Fig 62, Owen Garriot at the Apollo telescope

Figure 60, Illustration by author showing implied
gravity in the diﬀerent sections of Skylab

Fig 63, Edward Gibson enjoying weightlessness

The Laboratory consisted of the “Orbital workshop” and
the “Multiple docking adapter”. The cylindrical Orbital
Workshop consisted of 3 levels of deck to separate the
workshop through its horizontal axis. These decks implied
a gravity led orientation where components and equipment
were stored and ordered. This can be seen with the
spacesuits in the above image, feet firmly placed on the
mesh “deck”. The Multiple Docking Adapter contrasted this
with a single deck running the length of the module. The
threshold between these two modules becomes confused,
as on either side a different orientation exists. To put it
in the perspective of earthbound architecture, it would
be like moving down a hallway, passing through a door
and instantly emerging from a trapdoor in the floor of the
next room. The experience of floor and ceiling shifting 90
degrees at the threshold. 64

As the first long term Space station created by NASA, there
was a large amount of work for the astronauts. Chores,
science and medical observations would take large portions
of their days with little rest. These crews were famously
overworked with sleeping and days off sacrificed at the
request of mission control. The crew had leisure activities such
as darts, playing cards, books and music yet each astronaut
reported that looking out the window at earth was the most
enjoyable way to spend leisure times. 66 The large cylindrical
volume of the station was the largest pressurised module
ever sent into orbit. This was due to the launch vehicle being a
Saturn rocket (Which transported man to the moon), as Low
Earth Orbit was much closer to earth, an entire fuel tank of the
third stage was instead converted into the orbital workshop.
Later Space stations utilised the Space shuttle, which was
incapable of transporting modules as large as the Orbital
Workshop. 67 68

Fig 64, Jack Lousma showering in 0G

1973 - 1979
Launched by the United States in 1973, Skylab orbited
Earth for a total of 24 weeks before it re-entered the
atmosphere and burnt up. The station was crewed by
three separate, three person crews and acted as a solar
observatory, an Earth observatory and had numerous
laboratory functions.62 NASA having never designed
a spacecraft that would be inhabited for longer than a
week, decided to send a scientist to study the Ben Franklin
submarine in the gulf stream to understand how six people
could live in close proximity for four weeks. 63

was focusing on a distant stellar body. This focusing meant
that Earth’s position relative to the station was unpredictable.
Transversely while the station was making observations of the
sun, depending on “the beta angle” (The station’s angle to the
sun), there would be a noticeable difference in temperature
within the station. This was considered a miniature season and
had to be accounted for in the crew uniforms so they wouldn’t
overheat during phases of observation. 65

Fig 61, Gerald Carr suspending William pogue by his finger.

SKYLAB
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Figure 66, looking through 3 levels of the Orbital workshop.
Space suits help imply gravity by “standing” on the floor

Figure 65, Exterior of skylab, note the large volumued orbital workshop

MIR

and 2 vehicles. This node became a choke point. The docking
points of the 6 modules connected into this cramped sphere.
The “doors” were small and cramped, this was compounded
by the ducting and hoses that needed to run through these
doors. The station was criticized for being labyrinth-like,
scientific equipment and years of clutter plagued the interior
of the station with issues of hygiene occurring later on in the
station’s life. 71
Unlike Skylab, Mir had the same-dimensioned modules
throughout. The central heart of Skylab was the Orbital
Workshop, with a large interior volume this became the
most communal area of Skylab. Mir’s central aspect was
the spherical node, the largest changes in volume that an
astronaut would experience is passing through the cramped
docking node from one similar-sized module to another. 72
69. Clay Morgan, “Shuttle-Mir: the U.S. and Russia Share History’s Highest Stage,” in Shuttle-Mir = the
U.S. and Russia Share History’s Highest Stage, vol. 2 (Houston, TX, Texas: National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, 2001), pp. 1-6.
70. Frank L. Culbertson, Jr, “What’s in a Name?,” Mir History (NASA, October 3, 1996), https://history.
nasa.gov/SP-4225/documentation/mirmeanings/meanings.htm.
71. Morgan, “Shuttle-Mir: the U.S. and Russia Share History’s Highest Stage,”
72. Morgan, “Shuttle-Mir: the U.S. and Russia Share History’s Highest Stage,”
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Figure 70, Mir well into its life became a cluttered mess

Figure 67, Implied gravity
diagram of Mir, by author

Figure 68, Robert Gibson greets Vladmir Dezhurov

Like Skylab, Mir’s main purpose was as a laboratory. As
the Soviet Union collapsed the effort became collaborative
between the American and Russian space agencies.69 For
roughly 10 years the station consisted of mostly Soviet
modules, NASA didn’t contribute so much in construction
but in ferrying cosmonauts and astronauts to the station
as a test of the capabilities of the Space shuttle in future
space station missions. The joint effort of the Shuttle-Mir
programme became a precursor for the International
Space Station as with the fall of the Soviet Union the
Space Race had ended. Both Russia and America now
cancelled their own plans for separate national space
stations and instead collaborated on the ISS.70 This was
possible since both Space agencies had begun building
with modular elements. Existing designs for modules could
still be used and coupled with other agencies modules,
only the coupling/airlocks themselves would have to be
standardised so that the modules had any number of
combinations.
Mir’s core module was the first part of the station to be
launched. The module was a modified version of the Salyut
series of Soviet Space station, connected to this was a
spherical “node” with 6 docking ports placed orthogonally.
Initially, it was used as an airlock then transitioned into
its full capability of being able to dock 4 station modules

Figure 69, Mir base module, the choking point.

1996- 2001
Launched by the Soviet Union in 1996 was the first
modular space station to be assembled together in Space
over a period of 10 years. It held the record for the longest
human occupation of space at 3,644 days and the longest
time an astronaut has continuously been in space at 437
days. In 2001 the station was de-orbited and burnt up on
purpose as funding for the project was cut.
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Figure Mae Jemison on a much tidier Space shuttle

Figure 71, Spaceshutle Atlantis docked to Mir

The station’s orbital inclination was chosen to be
convenient for both the USA’s cape Canaveral launch
complex and Russia’s launch complex in Baikonur,
Kazakhstan. This inclination was chosen by the United
States and Russia so that they could both launch their
rockets to the station as it would regularly pass over both
countries. Every 4 days the station will roughly re-fly over
the same ground providing frequent launch opportunities
to the station. 74
The microgravity environment inside the station eliminates
the traditional architectural ideas of floor ceiling and walls.
Every surface within the station can contain equipment
to be used at any angle. In this context, space is occupied
in 3 dimensions at all times rather than our traditional
2-dimensional inhabitance of horizontal space in typical
earth-bound architecture. The Space station attempts
to normalise this difference by implying a floor, wall
and ceiling to each module. The “deck” is left with less
equipment and the station is orientated by thrusters and
gyroscopes so that the same side is always facing Earth
below. 75
56

Figure 73, Scott Kelly grows flowers on the ISS

Interestingly, nautical terms are used as the station is travelling
at 7.6 km per second. The station is technically a vehicle, yet the
term station (to stand or not move) is still used to help reinforce
the idea of place. The station audibly creaks and groans in the
constantly changing temperatures as the difference between
sunlight and shade can be up to one hundred degrees celsius. 77
The interior of the station is made of mostly Russian and the
United States modules, each with their own particular aesthetic
styling, layout and even smells. The US modules are typically
white with a clinical/sterile aesthetic and smell while the Russian
modules use earthy tones on softer fabrics and materials
creating a cosier atmosphere. 78 79
The cupola of the station is one of the smallest yet most
important modules of the station. During the station’s initial
design phase, it was originally decided that there would be
no windows, as they would create unnecessary engineering
challenges. The cupola is an observation module to allow
astronauts to look down at Earth. This module has provided the
station and the public with photos and views of Earth that have
had a huge impact scientifically, socially and politically. 80 81
The International Space Station is a tremendous achievement of
engineering but an architectural experiment of trial and error.
A clutter of equipment and storage diminishes the habitability
of this station. The crew aboard the station work tremendous
hours over the week as the equipment is available to them at
all times. There is very little personal space as each area in the
station fulfils multiple roles at different times. Sleeping space can
become exercise space and then workspace in a single hour. 82

73. National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Reference Guide to the International
Space Station
74. Kelli Mars and John Uri, “Space Station 20th: Historical Origins of ISS,” NASA (NASA,
January 22, 2020), https://www.nasa.gov/feature/space-station-20th-historical-origins-of-iss.
75. Neil Leach, Space Architecture: the New Frontier for Design Research (London: John
Wiley & Sons, 2014), pg 75.

Figure 74, shows direction stickers

Launched in 1998 with the joining of NASA’s Unity Module
and Russia’s Zarya Module. The International Space
station has since been added to over the years module
by module through NASA’s Space shuttle programme.
Human occupation of the station started in the year 2000,
since then the station has been continuously crewed by
239 astronauts from a total of 19 countries. As with
all other stations, the ISS is used as a laboratory and
observatory. It is arguably humankinds most complex and
advanced structure ever to be constructed. 73

Cardinal directions are implied within the station via signage. A
symbol or writing induces orientation as words and letters have
an up and a down when we read them. The station has port and
starboard sides to denote left and right and forward and aft to
denote the front and rear. 76
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Figure 75, shows orientation

INTERNATIONAL SPACE
STATION 1998

Figure 77 view from the truss during a space walk
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Figure 76, ISS from rear
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Figure 80 the Truss system with its storage racks

the experiences of astronauts on these stations and
through Lockard, Vogler and Jorgensen’s research
we can see how important the idea of volume
becomes when looking at living spaces. Modularity
of these stations has limited the possibility of large
volumes, making the interior experience of the
stations bland and unengaging. Furthermore the
rarity of free or personal space creates the clutter
and visual chaos seen on Mir.
Navigation in a three dimensional environment is
clearly a challenge while in orbit. Without visual cues
it is easy to become disorientated. Modules with
square hallways become confusing, as their shape
offers no visual clues to a dominant downwards
direction. Equipment and written signage can be
used to orientate a Space station by offering cardinal
directions that are continued through the rest of
the station. Modularity confuses this process as
modules may be relocated into positions that counter
their predominant direction of implied gravity. This
orientation can be reinforced with a continuation of
cardinal directions outside the Space station.

Figure 81,Luca Pamitano gives scale to the station against the solar panels

Figure 79, very little visual orientation

Figure 78, Zvezda module, the hearth
Value to Design
The largest difference between Mir and the ISS is
the ISS’s truss system. This has allowed modules to
be designed with less external equipment such as
radiators or solar panels ultimately freeing up the
exterior of the station. In an attempt to allow the
greatest freedom of modularity, the central docking
core of Mir becomes a choke point. From the exterior
and interior, we can see how confusing the station
must be to navigate. The ISS counters this with a
linear design where 6 modules form a hallway down
the centre of the station, singular modules branch off
of this like rooms. Running perpendicular to the linear
modules is the Truss. This structure allows services
for solar panels and radiators to be easily accessible
via spacewalk.
Space stations are usually symmetrical so that when
the station needs to increase its orbital speed it can
do so without being unbalanced or off-centred. One
thing the ISS lacks is a difference in volume between
modules. Skylab is the only station to have had a
larger diameter and increased internal volume. From
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Figure 83, Tracy Dyson in the Cupola

Figure 82, Ron Garran in the Cupola module, Earth is above in this photo

TOURISM
In its brief existence, Space tourism as an industry has
only existed in a typology of orbital architecture that wasn’t
designed programmatically for purpose. For this reason,
It is important to analyse the myriad of existing tourism
activities that are available on Earth and draw parallels as
to what this new type of Space tourism might consist of.
There are a number of different categories of tourism that
an orbital tourism experience would consist of. Typically
a tourism experience can be seen as a narrative, where
several ordered elements make up the entirety of the
experience. Below are some types of tourism and their
associations. 83
Environmental Tourism: (Educational)
Cultural Tourism: (Culinary/ Historical)
Adventure Tourism: (Exhilarating/ Extreme)
Religious tourism: (Pilgrimage)
Historical Tourism: (Educational)
Leisure Tourism: (Relaxation/Resort)

Antarctic Cruise:
Tourism: Environmental/ Historic
These long-duration trips aboard a relatively small and
enclosed vessel typically consist of exploring the coastline
of Antarctica and islands in the Southern Ocean. Camping,
kayaking and walks are all included in these trips with
the ship serving as a mother ship of comfort, rest and
food. These trips are educational in a historical and
environmental context. The harsh environment creates
a physical challenge for the tourist, which is also an
appealing adventure like element.
Antarctica is similar to Space as its history is mostly
from the fact that it was explored. No culture resides
over Antarctica other than the culture of exploration and
wilderness. Shackleton, Scott and Amundsen form the
back piece of history here and their respective huts are
visited for their rich history. Guides on board these cruises
educate the guests on topics ranging from history to the
environment. Conservation plays a huge role here and the
presentations or classes will often be on a subject that
guests will experience or observe in person the next day. 86
There is a strong sense of nautical qualities that formed
the basis of aeronautical terms and later were translated
into Space travel. The idea of space travel being nautical
is reflected by cultures over the world, even within the
Russian and English words Cosmonaut and Astronaut.
In essence, a cruise ship is very similar in design to an
orbital Space station. Both usually consist of a linear
design with propulsion at one end, there is a large strong
front “Icebreaking” hull to protect from micrometeoroids
and they are under constant inescapable movement. The
vessel moving through miles of featureless ocean mirrors
that of an orbit.

Tasmania: Krakani lumi
Tourism: Environmental/Cultural
The standing camp and walk its self acts as an educational
tourist experience in both environmental and cultural
forms. The camp and walk are organized and guided by the
local Palawa community with many stops along the way for
education. As a walk, the tourism experience can be seen
as a journey where the standing camp its self acts as a
major checkpoint along the way. The standing camp was
designed with little cultural information or idea of building
techniques. The architects had decided not to attempt
to recreate Palawa aboriginal architecture, as it wouldn’t
be authentic. The response deals with a tent-like interior
with a starkly square contrasted burnt ash exterior. The
unadorned interior and exteriors place importance on
the cultural and environmental lessons being shared.
The camp and walk are based around the idea of fire, its
importance culturally with culinary styles reflecting the
treatment of the environment and its role in bringing
together people. 84
The journey through a harsh isolated landscape to reach
an educational and sheltered accommodation with the
walk continued afterwards resembles a stay on a Space
station with the isolation and journey to get there being
similar in their isolated areas. The communal aspect and
bringing people together around the campfire is a way
of sharing ideas and acts as a focal point for sharing
information. The stark difference of interior vs. exterior
in design and both environment is particularly relevant to
architecture in Space. 85
83. Recep Efe et al., Recent Advances in Social Sciences (Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars
Publishing, 2019).
84. Taylor + Hinds, Our Work - Krakani Lumi - Wukalina Architects, https://www.taylorandhinds.com.au/
ourwork#/wukalina/.
85. “The Walk - Wukalina Walk: Bay of Fires Walk,” wukalina walk | Bay of Fires Walk, accessed October 19,
2020, https://www.wukalinawalk.com.au/the-walk.
86. “The Ultimate Antarctica Cruise Guide (2021/22),” Antarctica Cruises, accessed March 26, 2020,
https://www.antarcticaguide.com/antarctica-cruise#types.
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Figure 84, Carolyn Griner, Ann Whitaker, and Dr. Mary Johnston, in the Neutral Buoyancy Simulator

SPACE TOURISM
Between 2001 and 2009, 7 paying “Space tourists” flew
on separate missions to the International Space Station to
each stay more than a week and experience the unique life
on board. 87
The gradual allowance for paying space flight participants
began with NASA’s development of the Space Shuttle, this
launch vehicle could take up to 7 passengers into Low
Earth Orbit along with a cargo bay to launch satellites or
Space station modules. Due to the variety of technical
payloads launched by the Space Shuttle, it was necessary
to train “payload specialists” who were employees of the
private companies that had developed the payloads. The
private companies paid for the training of their employee
exclusively to carry out their role on board. 88
As missions became more frequent in the early 1980s,
the drive to include non-astronaut Spaceflight participants
increased. In 1984, President Reagan announced the
government-funded Teachers In Space Project (TISP) that
would later include journalists and artists. Initially, teachers
would be trained as payload specialists to inspire students
and encourage learning in the fields of science, technology,
engineering and mathematics. In the wake of the Space
Shuttle “Challenger” disaster of 1986 which resulted in the
death of teacher Christa McAuliffe and her 6 crewmates,
the scheme was revised and doubt was cast over the idea
of flying non-astronauts to Space. in 2003 the Space.
89
Shuttle “Columbia” burnt up on entry killing its 7 crew
members. The Space Shuttle programme was seriously
revised and destined to be retired after construction was
completed on the International Space Station. 90
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Originally NASA resisted the idea of Space tourism
becoming an activity aboard Space stations like Mir and the
ISS but after a subcommittee report from the Space and
Aeronautics Committee in 2001, NASA’s outlook changed
as the economic benefit became increasingly appealing. 91
Due to the retirement of the Space shuttle, Space tourists
had to be flown to the International Space station via the
Russian Soyuz launch vehicle. Because the Soyuz could only
accommodate a three person crew and was considerably
smaller than the Space shuttle, Space tourists aboard these
missions would have to be fully trained as an astronaut or
cosmonaut would be. Between 2001 and 2009, a total
of seven Soyuz missions delivered and returned Space
tourists to the International Space Station. Using the Soyuz
had a massive effect on the possibilities of Space tourism,
as Space tourists, in reality, became fully capable private
astronauts rather than sightseers along for the ride. Private
astronaut training extended to encompass the complete
operational function (short of piloting actual spacecraft)
of astronauts aboard the ISS. This training included the
execution of planned scientific experiments, maintenance
and studies in microgravity. Effectively the 7 Space tourists
flown to the ISS paid to work for a week in the orbiting
laboratory. For this reason, it is often disputed whether the
term “Space tourists” should be used as the people paying
for this experience were far more than just observers. The
official expression used by both NASA and Roscosmos ( the
Russian Federal Space Agency) is “Spaceflight participant”.92
If the Space shuttle with its payload bay and more spacious
crew compartment was not retired, Space tourism might
look completely different from how it looks today. The
payload capability would have allowed for Tourism focused

module additions to be made to the structure of the ISS.
Furthermore less training would’ve been required for
Space tourists visiting the Space station, as there are
fewer responsibilities for the crew aboard the Space
shuttle. In essence, the reliance on the Soyuz launch
vehicle cemented a more proactive and contributing
culture in Space Tourism. The 7 Spaceflight participants
of this decade have shaped what could have been an
egocentric Industry into a more selfless philanthropic
culture.
In 2018 NASA announced their goal to commercialise
Low Earth Orbit and create a competitive economy. Since
then, private companies such as Boeing and Space X have
developed their launch vehicles to cater to the United
States market while Roscosmos has struggled against this
new competition of launch vehicles. Both Boeing and Space
X’s launch vehicles can return and land after launch, they
can then be refuelled and used for future missions. This
has massively reduced costs for Space travel compared
to the monopoly held by Roscosmos with their outdated
single-use Soyuz missions. 93 This now competitive
market has reignited the possibilities of Space tourism.
The reduction of cost, the reusability of rockets, and the
American led commercialization of Space has made
Space travel far more attractive for possible spaceflight
participants than it has ever been before.
87. Kelli Mars, “Space Station 20th – Space Flight Participants,” NASA (NASA, April 29, 2020), https://
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88. Sarah Loﬀ, “Space Shuttle Era,” NASA (NASA, March 10, 2015), https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/
shuttle/flyout/index.html.
89. “Teachers in Space,” ISS US National Laboratory, October 6, 2020, https://www.issnationallab.org/
stem/partner-organizations/teachers-in-space/.
90. Elizabeth Howell, “Columbia Disaster: What Happened and What NASA Learned,” Space.com (Space,
February 1, 2019), https://www.space.com/19436-columbia-disaster.html.
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Mark Shuttleworth, South Africa

Anousheh Ansari, Iran

Figure 87, Yusaka Maezawa of “Dear Moon”

Figure 85, FIrst African in Space

Figure 86, First Muslim woman in Space

Notable Spaceflight Participants: see Appendix 3 for more details

Yusaka Maezawa, Japan
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DEVELOPMENT
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Figure 88, Mir Space Station viewed from Space Shuttle Endeavour during the STS-89 rendezvous, A Progress cargo ship is attached on the left, a Soyuz manned spacecraft
attached on the right.
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The biggest design challenge in current Space
architecture is spatial efficiency. This is mostly due to the
factor of cost. Large volumes aren’t cost-effective in the
microgravity research/laboratory typology of existing
Space architecture. This concept completely shifts when
a tourism aspect is introduced and the wellbeing of
participants is prioritized
CREATING VOLUME
The first design challenge for this project identified
in Elizabeth S. Lockards “The relationships between
aesthetics and dwelling” and Andreas Vogler and Jesper
Jorgensen’s “windows to the world – doors to space”
is the distinct need for a variety of spatial experiences
throughout the structure. Both papers link the idea
of volume and perceived privacy, with larger spaces
appealing to a more public experience and smaller spaces
for privacy. This dynamic experience of volume has been
absent from pre-existing Space stations due to the costs
associated with launching large modules into orbit.
The volumes of modules or stations put into orbit have
continually been restricted by the payload capability of
available rockets. Current payload capabilities are minimal
compared to past launch vehicles as the most profitable
sector of the current space sector is mass launches of
small scale satellites.
66

Figure 89, the Orbital Workshop of SKylab was the largest volume of any capsule sent to Space

DESIGN PROCESS

To counter the volume restrictions of the available payload,
the first design iteration uses components that can be flat
packed and assembled in orbit to create a large central
volume. To launch a capsule-like module with an internal void
is wasteful when the payload dimensions are so restrictive.
In response to this, unfolding and inflatable aspects can be
used to generate the internal volume once the payload is in
orbit, allowing for a larger orbital volume to be formed.

Figure 89, Provided by Space X, image shows payload fairings and delivery

The Falcon 9 payload capacity along with its competitive
pricing and low environmental impact is a clear outlier
in the current space industry. Kriss Kennedy in the
Vernacular of Space architecture explains the link between
design possibilities according to the available launch
vehicles. The demise of the space shuttle programme and
commercialization of LEO has seen launch vehicles shift
towards bulk miniature satellite launches. Satellites are
packed into the payload fairing and are released once in
orbit, unfolding like origami to form functioning satellites.
The volume allowance of these payloads is far less than the
maximum weight capability, meaning that a payload can be
virtually full of solid mass and still be easily launched to LEO.
As space station components are usually hollow to allow
for habitable space they are relatively light in comparison.
The suggestion Kennedy supports is an expanding design
philosophy where habitable components inflate or unfold
once they’ve been launched into orbit.
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DESIGN OUTCOME: 1

The first design response was a hexagonal module consisting of an inner inflatable skin
and an outer shell that work in tandem. The outer shell unfolds to provide a rigid shield
and framework for the exterior of the station while the inflatable skin forms the habitable
environment within. Its expanded form presses against the exterior shell strengthening
it.
The hexagonal shape allows for 6 nodal points where exterior modules/structures could
mount. The shape flat packs easily into the payload area and its similarity to a circle
makes it ideal to withhold the air pressure of the inflated interior. Due to the shape being
symmetrical it will be important to differentiate floor, ceiling and walls so that gravity can
be implied visually through materiality and lighting. Without this distinction, this module
would be disorientating in the same way that the interiors of Kubricks “2001 a Space
Odyssey” were designed to confuse the audience and consequently amplify the tension of
the film.
This module effectively creates a 3 storey internal volume, intending to link multiple
modules into a linear hull-like structure. Through analysis of Skylab it is clear that
having a large module is immensely beneficial for the needs of participants but with
todays payload restrictions and available launch vehicles, it is clear that a combination
of unfolding and inflating components is the most feasible design option. The use of an
inflatable internal habitat would allow for the large internal volume to be unhindered by
junctions between modules. The locking mechanisms between modules would have to be
structurally sound but would not have to be airtight.
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Figure 90, Image by authour, Fully expanded
hexagonal hull section would be 3 stories tall

Figure 91, Image by author, shows the linear
connection of mocules

Figure 92, Image by author, The expanding module consists of an inner skin and outer hull, The inflated interior gives the hull rigidity. This shape can be flat packed into a falcon 9 fairing.
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DESIGN OUTCOME: 1

A ship-like linear design is favourable in the environment of Low Earth Orbit as conditions
at sea somewhat resemble that of an orbiting Space station. At 400 kilometres altitude,
there is still a noticeable portion of atmospheric drag acting on a structure. Designing a
linear Space station reduces this drag and also centralises the mass of the station along
a central frame of reference. This makes accelerating the station easier as the centre
of mass can be directly in front of the centre of thrust. Furthermore, the front portion
of the station will experience the highest risk of micrometeoroid impact, this will be
strengthened accordingly and act as a bulkhead. In this configuration, the orientation of
the station becomes predictable as the “floor” of the station always faces Earth and the
“ceiling” always faces Space beyond, in essence gravity is implied so to give a sense of
normalcy for the participants. This will reduce confusion when navigating the station and
give the earth/home a constant predictability in its position under the participants feet.
Two alternate options were to have the station move independent of Earth or even
spin at a greater rate to produce gravity like conditions from rotational acceleration. If
the station was orientated independent of earth a participant looking out the window
would be disorientated as Earth would never be in a predictable location. This would
also apply to design elements effecting opportunities for Earth gazing and producing the
Overview Effect. A spinning Space station like the one in 2001 a Space Odyssey would
produce a nauseating view of the earth while also removing the freedom and liberation of
weightlessness.
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Figure 93, Image by author, Orientation of Space stations in orbnit.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS OF ORBIT
From the available Orbit types and altitudes, its clear that Low Earth Obit is the most
suitable location for a Space tourism experience. An altitude of 400 kilometers with an
inclination of 60 degrees would allow the station to pass over a large variety of Earths
environments. This altitude offers views across continents while still allowing the details
of cloud formations and cities to be seen by the naked eye.
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Figure 94, Image by author, by keeping the direction of the station consistent, participants should feel more orientated

DESIGN OUTCOME: 1

TRUSS
Due to the complex environmental needs in Space,
it is necessary to include a truss-like structure to
act as a brace down the entire length of the station.
It would also act as a manifold for the storage of life
support systems necessary for inhabiting Space. A
truss system would provide rails in which a robotic
arm could be installed (similar to Canada arm used
on the ISS). This would aid in the construction and
docking of modules and spacecraft. This system
would support the large radiators and solar panels
required to power a station this size. Unlike the
perpendicular running truss on the ISS, this truss
system would run down the length of the station.
This way the robotic arm would be able to service
a larger portion of the station whilst maintaining
a linear design. The truss is designed so that two
modules of truss, tessellate to fit within the payload
restrictions. These segments form an orthogonal
exterior differing from the hexagonal core of the
structure.
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Figure 95 -98,
Images by authour
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DESIGN OUTCOME: 2

MODULARITY
Initially, the habitable space within the created volume was to be divided into separate
living quarters by a subtractive process. Lightweight Interior walls and floors were
to be used to split up these spaces into rooms (spaces for guest accommodation,
study, work, food preparation, and hygiene). However, through further research, it was
decided that this may not be the best possible outcome.
“The purpose is not to simply eliminate confining spaces but to allow the occupant to experience
a variety of spaces which in turn will contribute to greater stimulation. Creating a single large,
unmediated open space does not in fact, lessen the sense of confinement—it just makes for a
larger prison” Lockard
From this, the central hexagonal core became more of a central shared courtyard
with separate modules adjoining to this core volume. In a sense, the core becomes
the public area while the docking ports that connect the module to the core become
somewhat of a threshold between private and public spaces. From the beginning of
the project, it was clear that the Overview Effect and the activity of “Earth
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gazing” would be experienced differently in a public or private setting. On top of
this, the addition of windows to the station would have to be curated in a way not to
overexpose and devalue the effect.
Similar to Krakani Lumi standing camp this design proposal uses two separate public
or private experiences to instigate the Overview Effect in. In the public experience, a
larger Earth gazing opportunity would be used to set a communal focal point within
the station. This public experience would give the participant a feel for scale, not only
with a view down towards Earth but also a view upwards to the stars and planets
beyond. As with Krakani lumi standing camp, this experience would incorporate a
hearth like aspect where food and ideas are shared around a metaphorical campfire.
The private experience would be more intimate in nature. This would occur in the
private lodge modules for participants. This private space would build on observations
made in the communal space with the intention of a more introspective and personal
response.

Figure

Figure 99,
Image by authour
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DESIGN OUTCOME: 3
The lodge modules positioned on the lower deck of the hexagonal
core would emphasise their privacy by using a burrow-like
threshold experience. Thresholds are limited by the docking
mechanisms that couple module to module. Small docking
ports allow for a more engaging experience of threshold as a
participant travels from large public volume to smaller private
volume. Due to microgravity, it is easier for participants to
squeeze through tighter thresholds than would normally be
experienced in terrestrial architecture.
To amplify this threshold change different materials can be
used between public and private space, comparable to the
differences in United States and Russian segments on the ISS.
A tight threshold experience, a change in ground level along with
a distinct change in materiality will help differentiate between
contrasting social settings. The downwards entry is analogous to
a subterranean burrow as the central hexagonal volume acts as
outside, planted and more earthy in nature.
Similar to the Nakagin Tower Capsules, the lodge module, while
relatively small, utilises all surfaces for storage and amenities as
micro gravity can allow a participant easy access to all surfaces.
The cupola window acts as the focal point of this module, much
like the Nakagin capsule windows, this aspect grounds the
inhabitant and contrasts the 3 dimensional occupation of interior
space. The private lodge is a darker cosier space, mostly lit
through the cupola window by the reflection off Earth below.
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In addition to creating a threshold experience between the communal space and the
private lodge space, it was decided that a similar development might happen with
workspaces. This would open up the communal hexagonal core and provide a larger
range of spatial experiences throughout a day onboard the station. The angular “walls”
of the hexagonal design allowed for modules either facing upwards or downwards
at 60 degrees. The lower interface where the lodge capsule was docked seemed to
benefit the idea of privacy but a similar effect, when mirrored on the top side of the
station, didn’t occur. In part, this might be due to the human association with gravity
to orientate and inform our habitation. Including a cylindrical capsule-like module on
the upper wall would result in a downwards-sloping capsule floor. The unnatural sense
of inhabiting a steep slope above a vertical drop contrasted with the lower modules
cup-like configuration where falling things would come to settle.
The solution to this was to re-establish an orthogonal structure within the modules
adjoining the hexagonal volume. This would reinforce the idea of a level floor and
vertical wall while also adding variety to the spatial experience. Adding an orthogonal

element was previously explored in the design of the truss system so designing a
Figure 100,101
habitable module that paralleled this made sense. Versatility was important as a
Images by authour
single module design would need to be able to join up to any of the available docking
ports, this would involve the module layout being compatible even when flipped upside
down. To avoid Skylab like confusion of the implied gravity direction, Materials and
lighting would be interchangeable to reinforce the ideas of floor and ceiling.
Much like the Nakagin Towers Metabolist design philosophy, this multi-purpose
module would aim to be as adaptable as possible. Uses would include, storage,
laboratory and research work, airlock, stellar observation, personal offices, crew
quarters, marketing modules, Station control, leisure space, and hygiene facilities.
These modules could be added and shifted by the robotic arm depending on demand.
As technology advances and the needs aboard the station evolve, these modules
could be replaced or moved to other stations in orbit, in line with NASAs goals for
etablishing competitive and commercial interest in Low Earth Orbit
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PROGRAMME
Space tourism is heavily reliant on demand and this demand is expected to increase
dramatically over the next decade with the developments in the Space industry.
While NASA and Private companies aim to make life interplanetary, the trickle down
commercial opportunities make projects like this feasible. The Metabolist method of
design allows the station to be both architecturally and economically adaptable as
needs change throughout the stations life. The initial design allows for the station to
grow as demand grows. Modules can be added , removed or remodeled depending
on the needs of the station. As the Space industry expands the possible need for
research ad laboratory type modules on the station will possibly change which would
shift the dynamic of participants invited to the station.
While the degree and nature of programme on the station will change over time,
the fundamental focus of promoting environmental accountability through the
Overview Effect will remain. This promotion will be subtle and done mostly through
the architecture. It is important that this is not a heavy handed approach as the
participants themselves must experience this cognitive shift in their own time.
The initial programme design will appeal to the spaceflight participant aspect and
acknowledge what the station might look like fully mature,
The programme aims to accommodate 16 spaceflight participants with 5 fulltime
crew/ service staff. As the current leader in crewed launch missions, Space X’s
Dragon capsule will be used to ferry participants too and from the station. The Dragon
can be fully automated and can hold 7 crew. 12 couples lodges will house guests
while research modules will be available for working participants such as scholars,
academics or scientists with specific work needs.
The crew would be responsible for systems aboard the station, food preparation,
construction and docking, storage and maintenance whilst also contributing to the
social environment.
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PARTICIPANTS

Figure 102,103
Images by authour

The participants would be either wealthy or invited with scholarships as artists,
students or scientists by philanthropic charities, trusts or foundations. Similar to the
missions of previous spaceflight participants, the participants would take on an active
role whilst on board. The itinerary for a typical day would be a balance of constructive
work for the community, work for themselves, social time with other guests and
personal time for leisure or relaxation. This would not be a rigid itinerary as such but
something fluid and adaptable according to each guests interests.

used to in their everyday lives. Specific professions such as artists, chefs, scientists
and students could impart conference like presentations for the other guests on their
particular area of expertise with the main objective to promote a greater sense of
environmental accountability on the guests return to earth.

Community work: participants would contribute to upkeep with gardening, scientific
experiments and food preparation. Menial tasks such as gardening and cooking could
be humbling and educational, not necessarily something that that guests would be

Social time: This would most commonly be associated with meal and leisure times and
take place in the larger communal area.

Personal work: This would be time for the participants to focus on their businesses,
areas of study and personal projects.
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Community
As the design has evolved, the central hexagonal volume has become less and less
restrained in its need to house facilities aboard the station as the adjoining modules are
more suitable. This volume can now act as the communal courtyard between modules
and be a purely public space. As there is no possibility of “going outside” it is essential
that the central volume contrasts the adjoining modules by promoting nature in a very
un natural setting. The spatial experience here would be to simulate the feeling of the
outdoors. One way of enhancing this would be to blur the hard-edged hexagonal volume by
introducing plant life that would obscure a participant’s ability to perceive all of the station
at once. The central volume could in essence become a three-dimensional garden where
paths and plants intertwined to encourage exploration. Some of these plants would be for
food onboard the station others would be there to make the experience more grounding
and reinforce the connection with nature. Plants would develop completely differently in
microgravity so a garden in this environment would be unparalleled on Earth.
The central aspect of the station would be the hearth, located at the aft end of the
communal space. This area provides the best opportunity for large scale earth gazing
experience as this area is the least likely to be hit by orbital debris. Floor to ceiling windows
frame the exterior view from the surface of Earth below and outer space above. This area
would act as both communal dining and meeting area for participants.
The communal space would also provide a circadian rhythm to the station. The constantly
changing environment of orbit lacks any inference of the 24-hour cycle we’ve evolved to live
under. Light becomes the most feasible way to govern circadian rhythm, with light intensity
and temperature indicating the time of day within the communal space. Windows along
the ceiling of the communal space would provide fleeting but regular experiences of actual
sunlight as the station passes the dayside of Earth every 90 minutes. Material changes
will be used between modules to further emphasise the nature of living spaces. Ridley
Scotts Alien uses contrasting set design styles like this to supercharge the audiences
associations with different interior styles. The same method can be used to create a more
engaging transition between work space and rest space, public space and private space.
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Figure 104, Image by authour, Shows the formulation of the rear window focusing on both the horizon view and the vertical

DESIGN OUTCOME: 4

THE OVERVIEW EFFECT
The Overview effect is propagated aboard the station through several strategies
that mimic Krakani Lumi standing camps educational approach to cultural history
and environmental accountability. The first begins on the rocket ride up into orbit.
After enduring the immense acceleration of the launch the participant will begin to
feel the liberating sensation of weightlessness as the rocket makes it into orbit.

“After about a minute, once the initial shock passed, this feeling came over me. I had a
sensation of leaving. Like, really leaving. Not just good-bye but adios. I’d been away from
home before - But this time, my home, this safe haven I’d known my whole life, I was
leaving it behind in a way that I never had before. That’s what it felt like: truly leaving
home for the first time.” 94
Michael J. Massimo

This in effect is a trek away from home, where participants must become
vulnerable to the environment to experience a personal reward.

The third strategy is the greater communal area. This garden highlights the
need for nature in our lives, the microgravity environment will not only warp the
structures of familiar plants but allow them to be experienced on all sides as
participants traverse the station. The gardens used for growing vegetables will
reconnect participants with the most primitive skills required for survival. This will
in turn foster greater respect for nature, something that may have slipped during
a participant’s well-catered life.
The fourth strategy is the more intimate viewing of Earth in private from within
a participants lodge. This viewing provides an uninterrupted quiet time for
introspection, “off stage” from any social attention or judgment.
The final strategic climax of a participant’s experience of the Overview Effect would
take place during a spacewalk. This would be the ultimate experience of venturing
“outside” and would take place once the participant has been aboard for weeks.
This final experience would amplify the Overview effect by removing all distractions
and allow the participant to fully take in the experience of Earth from orbit.
92. Mars, “Space Station 20th – Space Flight Participants,” https://www.nasa.gov/feature/space-station-20th-space-flight-participants.

Figure 105, Image by author, Bedroom earthgazing

The second strategy begins aboard the station in the communal hearth area
where the earth is viewed by multiple participants at any time. This experience
would allow the guests to communicate with each other while earth gazing.
Participants might notice details and gain an appreciation for a wider variety of
places on earth as they discuss their backgrounds, hometowns and life journeys
from way above. This will foster a wider appreciation for the nuances of earth and
the lives of people below.
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Figure 104, Images by author, exterior perspectives, Top
image shows the rear while the bottom image shows the
front.

CONCLUSION

This research project aimed to create a feasible orbital tourism experience that
would stimulate a new sense of environmental responsibility among participants. It
was important that this project would promote guardianship of the environment as
the Space industry and its investors will massively influence Earth’s environment for
years to come. Feasibility was a significant aspect of the research and subsequent
design response, as creating an alternate reality with speculative technologies would
not be beneficial in resolving design challenges.
The architectural elements that facilitate the Overview Effect within the design,
work in conjunction with the variety of spatial experiences required to make life in
microgravity more engaging. The connection of spatial experience to Earth gazing
opportunities is what makes the experience of the Overview Effect a multi-faceted
experience. Since the beginning of the project, it was theorised that the Overview
Effect would be more powerful for participants if it was not obvious during the
experience. The design outcome uses a number of culminating strategies that
slowly build these experiences into a genuine cognitive shift. This is to happen to the
participant without them knowing its happening.
From the beginning it was clear that the project matter would span a variety of fields.
Space as a domain for design is dominated by engineered solutions, where the ‘what’
is often deemed more important than the ‘who’. Research of the limited examples
of architecture that did exist in orbit had to be supplemented with conventional
architectural examples, as the human element of orbital Space station design was
often deprived. The conventional precedent studies were used to provide contrast
with the Orbital precedents, to highlight the role architecture could have played if

these historic examples of Space architecture were designed from a more userorientated perspective.
Popular culture is an immense driver for society’s outlook on Space travel. The
Space industries funding is reliant on public opinion and confidence, which in turn is
often guided by popular culture. Science fiction offers design experiments that are
often geared to more extreme and fanciful environments. These design experiments
become useful as societies understanding of Space is influenced by this media.
Extreme examples or ideas come with simple design lessons that can be replicated in
the response.
The work of Song-Lockard, Vogler and Jorgenson was instrumental in the
comparative analysis for design solutions in microgravity. Their work applied the
conditions of Space to everyday aspects of human life and measured how the user
might react to confinement, social situations and general living experiences in an
unnatural environment. While this project aligns with the conclusions these authors
make in their studies, they conclude their work with a surprising variety of design
outcomes.
The available research in the field is incredibly lacking when considering that long
duration spaceflight and habitation will happen in the not-too-distant future. While this
research project is based in orbit of Earth the design outcomes could translate to
long distance Space travel. Human habitation in microgravity remains a problematic
research subject, as it is difficult to test outcomes or solutions without large
expenditure.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1
Who’s Earth? – The Overview Effect
Nasa Astronaut Russell Schweickart recounting what
it is like to orbit the earth in 1974 before a meeting
on ‘’Planetary Culture’’ at the spiritual community of
Lindisfarne, Long Island.
“Up there you go around every hour and a half, time after
time after time. You wake up usually in the mornings. And
just the way that the track of your orbits go, you wake up
over the Mid-East, over North Africa. As you eat breakfast
you look out the window as you’re going past and there’s
the Mediterranean area, and Greece, and Rome, and
North Africa, and the Sinai, the whole area. And you realize
that in one glance that what you’re seeing is what was the
whole history of man for years - the cradle of civilization.
And you think of all that history that you can imagine,
looking at that scene.
And you go around down across North Africa and out over
the Indian Ocean, and look up at that great subcontinent
of India pointed down toward you as you go past it. And
Ceylon off to the side, Burma, Southeast Asia, out over the
Philippines, and up across that monstrous Pacific Ocean,
vast body of water - you’ve never realized how big that is
before.
And you finally come up across the coast of California and
look for those friendly things: Los Angeles, and Phoenix,
and on across El Paso and there’s Houston, there’s home,
and you look and sure enough there’s the Astrodome. And
you identify with that, you know - it’s an attachment.
And down across New Orleans and then looking down to
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the south and there’s the whole peninsula of Florida laid
out. And all the hundreds of hours you spent flying across
that route, down in the atmosphere, all that is friendly
again. And you go out across the Atlantic Ocean and back
across Africa.
And you do it again and again and again.
And that identity - that you identify with Houston, and
then you identify with Los Angeles, and Phoenix and New
Orleans and everything. And the next thing you recognize
in yourself, is you’re identifying with North Africa. You
look forward to that, you anticipate it. And there it is. That
whole process begins to shift of what it is you identify with.
When you go around it in an hour and a half you begin to
recognize that your identity is with that whole thing. And
that makes a change.
You look down there and you can’t imagine how many
borders and boundaries you crossed again and again and
again. And you don’t even see ‘em. At that wake-up scene
- the MID-EAST - you know there are hundreds of people
killing each other over some imaginary line that you can’t
see. From where you see it, the thing is a whole, and it’s so
beautiful. And you wish you could take one from each side
in hand and say, “Look at it from this perspective. Look at
that. What’s important?”
And so a little later on, your friend, again those same
neighbors, another astronaut, the person next to you
goes out to the Moon. And now he looks back and he sees
the Earth not as something big, where he can see the
beautiful details, but he sees the Earth as a small thing
out there. And now that contrast between that bright blue
and white Christmas tree ornament and that black sky,

that infinite universe, really comes through. The size of it,
the significance of it - it becomes both things, it becomes
so small and so fragile, and such a precious little spot in
that universe, that you can block it out with your thumb,
and you realize that on that small spot, that little blue and
white thing is everything that means anything to you. All of
history and music and poetry and art and war and death
and birth and love, tears, joy, games, all of it is on that little
spot out there that you can cover with your thumb.
And you realize that that perspective . . . that you’ve
changed, that there’s something new there. That
relationship is no longer what it was. And then you look
back on the time when you were outside on that EVA
and those few moments that you had the time because
the camera malfunctioned, that you had the time to
think about what was happening. And you recall staring
out there at the spectacle that went before your eyes.
Because now you’re no longer inside something with a
window looking out at a picture, but now you’re out there
and what you’ve got around your head is a goldfish bowl
and there are no limits here. There are no frames, there
are no boundaries. You’re really out there, over it, floating,
going 25,000 mph, ripping through space, a vacuum, and
there’s not a sound.
There’s a silence the depth of which you’ve never
experienced before, and that silence contrasts so
markedly with the scenery, with what you’re seeing, and
the speed with which you know you’re going. That contrast,
the mix of those two things, really comes through.
And you think about what you’re experiencing and why.
Do you deserve this? This fantastic experience? Have you
earned this in some way? Are you separated out to be
touched by God to have some special experience here that

other men cannot have? You know the answer to that is
No. There’s nothing that you’ve done that deserves that,
that earned that. It’s not a special thing for you. You know
very well at that moment, and it comes through to you so
powerfully, that you’re the sensing element for man.
You look down and see the surface of that globe that
you’ve lived on all this time and you know all those people
down there. They are like you, they are you, and somehow
you represent them when you are up there - a sensing
element, that point out on the end, and that’s a humbling
feeling. It’s a feeling that says you have a responsibility. It’s
not for yourself.
The eye that doesn’t see does not do justice to the body.
That’s why it’s there, that’s why you’re out there. And
somehow you recognize that you’re a piece of this total
life. You’re out on that forefront and you have to bring
that back, somehow. And that becomes a rather special
responsibility. It tells you something about your relationship
with this thing we call life. And so that’s a change, that’s
something new.
And when you come back, there’s a difference in that world
now, there’s a difference in that relationship between you
and that planet, and you and all those other forms of life on
that planet, because you’ve had that kind of experience. It’s
a difference, and it’s so precious. And all through this I’ve
used the word you because it’s not me, it’s not Dave Scott,
it’s not Dick Gordon, Pete Conrad, John Glenn, it’s you, it’s
us, it’s we, it’s life. It’s had that experience. And it’s not just
my problem to integrate, it’s not my challenge to integrate,
my joy to integrate - it’s yours, it’s everybody’s.” 95

95. Al Gobus, “SPACE,” Space Settlement hompage, accessed February 15, 2020, https://space.nss.org/
settlement/nasa/CoEvolutionBook/SPACE.HTML#WHO’S%20EARTH.
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Appendix 2
Film Study - Solaris
Directed by: Andrei Tarkovsky (1972)
Solaris was directed by Soviet filmmaker Andrei Tarkovsky
during the height of the cold war. Solaris is often
considered the Soviet response to Stanley Kubrick’s 2001
a Space Odyssey. In an interview with Naum Abramov a
Russian film journalist Tarkovsky expressed his disdain for
2001, “For some reason, in all the science-fiction films
I’ve seen, the filmmakers force the viewer to examine
the details of the material structure of the future, More
than that, sometimes, like Kubrick, they call their own
films premonitions. It’s unbelievable! Let alone that
2001: A Space Odyssey is phony on many points, even
for specialists. For a true work of art, the fake must be
eliminated.” 96
Solaris centres on psychologist Kris Kelvin (Played by
Donatas Banionis) as he is sent to a Space station
orbiting the planet Solaris to find out what has happened
to the distressed and emotional crew. On arriving he
begins to experience the same symptoms as the other
crewmembers. The planets ocean swirls and visually
changes after being experimented upon with radiation.
It begins to create replicas of people from the crew’s
memories. Kelvin’s dead wife Hari played by (Natalya
Bondarchuk) appears and although not actually human
thinks and feels that she is. The visitors to the station,
emotional disarray and apparitions all go away when the
scientists on the station transmit Kelvins brain waves to
the planet. Kelvin contemplates whether to stay on the
station or return to earth. The final scene is Kelvin visiting
his father in his house with the final shot zooming out to
reveal that he is on a small island on Solaris surrounded by
a swirling ocean.
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The cryptic Science Fiction nature of Solaris where the
film is left up for the audience’s interpretation is similar to
2001 a Space Odyssey but that is where the similarities
end. Tarkovsky’s film focuses on aspects of human nature
where Kubrick focuses on technology. Solaris is extremely
contemplative, meditative and almost hypnotising in its
slow development. Tarkovsky critiques contemporary
society as it becomes more isolated from nature.
The beginning of the film shows a despondent Kelvin
experiencing the natural beauty of the land surrounding
his father’s house. Long lingering shots explore meadows,
ponds and a watery landscape this imagery is in distinct
contrast to the urban and space station environment later
in the film. The natural oasis-like environment gives way
to the concrete urban city environment as the camera
follows a car into an increasingly urban area over a
5-minute sequence. The green colours of nature in the
film begin to fade into sepia and black and white as the
characters experience a more constructed environment.
Tarkovsky filmed this sequence in Tokyo in 1971, while
the film is set in the future little is done to make this
sequence (or film in general) seem any more futuristic,
Tarkovsky implies here that Solaris is more of a critique on
contemporary society than a warning of might come in the
future.
The car ride sequence from nature to an urban
environment is the lengthiest of scenes as the subsequent
mission briefing and transit to the Solaris Space station
pale in comparison in screen time. Tarkovsky here has
already exemplified humanities move away from nature.
The interior of the Solaris Space station is circular, metallic
and extremely unnatural compared to the establishing
scenes of the film. The scientists on board have attempted
to make this environment as natural as possible by
emulating nature. They place strips of paper close to

ventilation units to imitate the rustling of leaves, collections
of butterflies artworks and a wood-panelled library are
all vain attempts to make the space station resemble
a more natural habitat. Like 2001, the use of circular
rooms is used to further disorientate the viewer in their
understanding of the station. Even long circular corridors
snake away around corners hiding and disorientating the
viewers association with the station. 97
While 2001 shows horror in a more traditional sense
of the genre, Solaris shows horror through grief and
an inability to recover from past experiences. The
contemplative nature of the film and its setting in the
Solaris Space station highlights the importance of nature
in the human experience. The station’s design in the film is
used to disorientate the characters and the audience while
reinforcing the idea of how unnatural it is to be in that
environment. The swirling planet of Solaris below comes
across as an omnipotent being much like humanities
understanding of the natural world. 98

Appendix 3
Notable Spaceflight Participants:
Mark Shuttleworth, South Africa
As a successful entrepreneur and software engineer, Mark Shuttleworth was the second ever
self-funded Spaceflight participant to go and stay aboard the ISS for a period of 8 days in 2002. He
reportedly paid $20 million for his voyage and spent a year preparing for the short stay, 7 months
of which were at the Yuri Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Centre in Moscow. During his stay onboard
the ISS, Shuttleworth participated in AIDS, Stem cell and Genome research. He participated in
charity work for the Research for a Dream foundation and spoke to South Africa’s president via
video link to commemorate Freedom Day, the annual celebration of the end of Apartheid. 99
Anousheh Ansari, Iran
Anousheh Ansari became the fourth self-funded spaceflight participant when she flew to the ISS
in 2006. Ansari as an engineer, Co-founder of Telecom and Philanthropist was accepted to fly
to the ISS for a 9-day voyage. During her stay, she researched the biological mechanisms behind
anaemia, the influence of muscles in lower back pain and the consequences of space radiation on
the resident crew. As the first Muslim woman in space, Ansari sought to encourage young Muslim
woman, who do not get the same opportunities as men, “to not give up on their dreams and
pursue them”. 100
“I believe seeing Earth, a small blue ball in the vast dark ocean of space, gives you a new
perspective on life and what is important. You can see how small we are as compared to the
universe and how fragile our lives are.”
Yusaka Maezawa, Japan
Yusaka Maezawa, Japanese Billionaire, Entrepreneur and patron of Arts, was announced to be
Space X’s first confirmed passenger on a lunar flyby using Space x’s “Starship” launch system. This
trip would see Maezawa and a collection of up to 8 artists pass the moon on a translunar journey.
The journey is designed to inspire the artists in a project called “Dear Moon”. In December of this
year, Maezawa is scheduled for a 12 day mission on the ISS. 101 102
99. Steve Ranger, “How Mark Shuttleworth Became the First African in Space and Launched a Software Revolution,” TechRepublic (TechRepublic, January 19, 2017), https://www.
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